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ABSTRACT
Parental Perceptions of Childhood Weight 
Status in Preschool Children
by
Alison F. Martodam
Dr. M argaret Louis, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Nursmg 
University o f  Nevada, Las Vegas
The purpose o f this descrÿtive study was to describe parental perceptions of 
their preschool child s weight status. Pender’s Revised Health Promotion Model was 
used to gukie this study. A convenience sangle o f 275 parents, who had a child 
between the age o f  2-5 years, was obtamed from Women, Infent s and Children (WIC) 
clinics in a Southwestern city, after informed consent was obtained. The sample had a 
high number o f  Hispanics (80% ) compared to non-Hispanks (20%). It was found that 
overall parents perceive their child's we%ht accurately. No significance was found 
between the ethnkity, education or age o f  the parents and the accuracy o f the parental 
perception o f their child's weight category. Hispanic children were more often 
overwe%ht (11.2% ) compared to 9.1% o f  non-Hispanic children (BMl >95* 
percentile), but Hispanic parents perceived these children to be underweight more often 
(11.6%) than non-Hispanic parents (7.3% ). The significant number o f overweight 
children in thk  study reinforces the need for cuIturaHy-sensitive education for parents. 
fit>m health profiissionals, to  decrease the incidence o f  childhood obesity.
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CH A PTER l
INTRODUCTION
Introductw ii
According to Scbonfeld-W arden and W arden (1997), childhood obesity has 
increased over 50% since 1976 across the United States. Research has shown that 
parents have a large influence on the incidence o f  childhood obesity i^iereby obesity can 
increase tty more than three tnnes when one o r more parents are otiese compared to 
children vAtose parents are not obese (Maes, Neale, & Eaves,1997; W hitaker, W right, 
Pepe, SeklaL & Dietz, 1997). This phenomenon could be attributed to shared 
environmental foctors o r mherited genes within fomDks (W hitaker, et aL, 1997). There 
has been little research to  determme parental perceptions regarding their own child’s 
obesity.
Healthy People 2010 discusses the difSculty in deflnn% obesity, especialty for 
chfldrerL The definition o f  obesity should be based on the amount o f excess body fot at 
vdnch heahh risks to indivkhials begin to increase and no such definitfon exists. M ost 
current research supports the use o f  Ixxty mass mdex (BM I) which is adjusted for height 
and gender, and is valid across diflèrent racial and ethnic groups. Definn% overwe%ht 
and obesity in children becomes even more complicated because body fot deposition 
changes with sexual maturity, therefore measures o f  body fin and body weight are
1
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2difiBcuk to m teipretm  chfldren and adolescents as th ty  grow. Underweight is defined as 
a  BMI for age-gender below the 5* percentfle and was found in 8 percent o f  low income 
children under the age o f  5 years (U.S. Department o f Health and Human Services, 
2000). For the purposes o f  this study, obesity was de&ied according to the definition in 
Healthy People 2010 with overweight and obesity m children and adolescents as at or 
above the gender- and age-specffîc 95* percentile o f body mass index (BMI). This is 
based on the revised Center for Disease Control (CDC) Growth Charts for the United 
States (U.S. Department o f  Health and Human Services, 2000). Further support for the 
use o f  BMI to determine obesity in children is provided by Pktrobelli, Faith, Allison, 
GaU%her, Chhunello, and Heymsfield (1998) who performed a validation study to 
examine BMI as a measure o f  adqx>sity among children and adolescents (n=188). This 
study concluded that BMI is a  good means to approximate obesity.
Partkqxmts were obtained fit>m Women, Infents and Children (WIC) clinks 
vriikh is a  Special Siqiplemental Food Program for Women, Infants and Children. The 
program is federalty funded and operated by the Nevada State Health D iviskn wdiose 
goal is to  improve the health o f  Nevada residents who are eligible for WIC services due 
to  a  moderatety low income and an identified m itritknal de& it. The Parental 
Perceptkn N utritkn Survey (PPNS) was used to obtain the data (See Appendix Q .
Background o f  the Problem 
There k  a  lack o f  research regarding parental perceptkns in re la tk n to  their 
preschool child’s we%bt, partkularty, in low mcome Americans. Ntyers and Vargas 
(2000) studied 200 low income femiKes partkqwting in WIC to determine parental
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3perceptk ns o f  the preschool obese chikL They found that 35% o f  parents o f  preschool 
children (age 2-5 years), prhnarity offC qxank background, did not believe that their 
obese child (>95* percentile for weight and height) was overweight, and 53% o f  the 
parents stated they had no difBcuhy controlling what the child ate. These parents were 
remarkabty concerned about heart disease later in life for an obese child (78%), as well 
as being concerned about little energy (11% ), low self-esteem (2.7% ), and few friends 
(1.1%) for their child.
Young-Hyman, Herman, Scott and Schhmdt (2000) studied care giver 
perceptkn o f  children’s weight-related health risks in 111 A frkan Am erkan fem ilks 
with children under the age o f  10 years (57% were obese and 12% were superobese). 
Their results were conqxuable to Myers and Vargas (2000); 56% o f  parents dki not 
believe that their child’s weight was a  health problem. The researchers hypothesked 
that African American parents may overlook the corm ectkn between childhood obesity, 
adult obesity and the high risk o f  developing weight-related chronk conditkns.
Significance o f the Study 
Health professknals have a  need for inform atkn about parental perceptkns 
regarding thefr preschool child’s weight. The present study is an expanskn o f  Myers 
and Vargas (2000) who suggested that health care professionals need to keep parental 
perceptk ns, beKefe, and level o f  understanding o f parents in mind. The findings o f  this 
stuffy win assist in providing greater understanding o f how parents perceive their child’s 
weight m relatkn  to wdiether the child is underweight, normal weight o r overw e^ht. It 
is inqwrtant for health professknals to  learn more about parental perceptk ns regarda^
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4their child’s weight status, partkularfy in diflferent cultures and m  low mcome Americans 
because these groups tend to  have higher risk for obesity (M ei, Scanlon, Grummer- 
Strawn, Freedman, Y ÿ, & Trow brke, 1998; Ogden, T rkano, Briefel, Kuczmarski, 
Flegal, & Johnson, 1997).
Purpose
The purpose o f this study is to  describe parental perceptions o f  their preschool 
child’s weight status Ity examining parental responses on the PPNS and comparing this 
information to the BMI o f the preschool child.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHA PTER!
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction
This chapter reviews relevant literature regarding childhood obesity. Many 
factors are related to  childhood obesity, but not all o f these factors are addressed in this 
research study, therefore a  brief sanqile o f  Iherature is provided. Dietary mfluences 
(Tucker, Seljaas, & H % er, 1997), the amount o f  pltyskal activity and the amount o f 
television viewing (Hanley, Harris, G ittkson, Wolever, & Zimnan, 2000; Robinson & 
KiDen, 1995) may be linked to childhood obesity. Research has shown that obesity has 
many detrimental psychological effects on selfesteem  (Cameron, 1999; M anus & 
Killeen, 1995; Pierce & Wardle, 1997), boffy-esteem (Stradmeijer, Bosch, Koops, & 
Seklell, 2000; Smolak, Levine, & Schermer, 1999), and how obese children are viewed 
by peers (Bell & M organ, 2000; Rand & Wright, 2000). There also has been extensive 
research on treatment and interventfons with obese children u h k h  have had varied 
results (Epstem, Pahich, Gordy, & Dom, 2000; Epstem, Pahich, Gordy, Saelens, & 
Ernst, 2000; Golan, Famaru, &  Weizman, 1998; Golan, Weizman, Apter, & Famaru, 
1998; Golan, Weizman, and Famaru, 1999; Myers, Raynor, & Epstein, 1998; Valverde, 
Patin, Olivera, Lopez, & Vitolo, 1998).
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6This literature review focuses on  topics such as parental perceptions, parental 
influences, ethnic and gender differences, and morbidity and mortality related to  obesity, 
as well as goals o f  Ifeahhy People 2010 that are related to obesity in children. These 
various topics give background knowledge regarding the influences on and the incidence 
o f  childhood obesity. A descrqrtion o f  a  meeting held with WIC d ietkkns is provided in 
order describe the clknt process withm WIC aixi provkle siqtport for the use o f  WIC 
clients in this study.
Pender’s Revised Health Prom otion M odel (HPM) was used to  guxle this study. 
A brief review o f  studies using her model is done to provkle siqtport for its use in this 
study with WIC clients. Pender’s HPM has been used in several studies involving 
different cultures and different socioeconomic levels to determine health promoting 
behaviors. A summary o f  the literature review is included to support the need for this 
research study.
Parental Perceptions
The foHowix% studies explore parental perceptions o f childhood obesity. Myers 
and Vargas (2000) studied parental perceptkns regarding obesity in preschool children 
in a  primarily Hispanic populatkn. Myers states that their study was a  very practical 
stuffy, using a  5 q u e stk n su rv ^ , without the use o f  a  model The study was pursued 
due to  a perceived lack o f  sucfxss in weight control with high risk children in the WIC 
program  and a  fm rksity to  fletermine  if  parental perceptk ns could be affecting their 
success. The results showed that 35% o f  the 200 parents Wmse preschooler was over 
the 95* percentile for height and weight flid not belkve that their child was overweight.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7but 72% o f  these parents were concerned about heart disease in these children vdien 
they get older. The researchers discuss the possibilities that parmits cultural belkfa may 
have an effect on whether they see their child as obese or whether they do not. 
Ultimately, the health care provider must integrate the parental behefa and level o f 
understandii% into the assessment and interventkn process in order to  reduce the rate o f 
weight gain in children who are a t risk (Myers & Vargas, 2000).
Young-Hyman, et aL, (2000) studied care giver perceptions in 111 African 
American families regarding obesity-related health risks in their 5-10 year old children. 
This stuffy was fione as a  part o f  a  larger program  to determme the efGcacy o f  weight 
mam^ement programs fbr A frkan Am erkan families. The gf>al o f  this study was to 
examine how the fare giver perceived the bfxfy size o f their child in rela tkn  to the risk 
o f  chronk diseases like fiiabetes. Famify history o f  obesity and chronk fliseases, such as 
diabetes were also expkrefL Results showed that 57% o f thefr sample was obese and 
12% were siqier-obese, but 44% o f care givers reqmnded that their child’s weight put 
them  a t risk for health proUems such as fiiabetes, hypertenskn, or coronary artery 
disease.
Young-Hyman, et aL (2000) found that a parent’s perceptkn o f  their child’s 
we%ht related health risk was not influenced by the presence o f  a  famify history o f 
obesity, fifabetes, and heart disease. The researchers suggest that the results o f this 
study do not represent the sample populatkn frdfy because onfy 10% o f  the families 
screened for this stuffy were waning to partkqm te. Due to the high numbers o f  parents 
who did not want to partkfyate in the study, the researchers assume that parents who 
did not want then chilfiren to  p a rtk ÿ a te  in the fliabetk screening or the weight-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8management program ‘*dkl not perceive their child’s weight to be worthy o f  attention a t 
the present tnne, believed the children might grow  out o f being overweight, felt 
incapable o f altering their child’s  weight status, or did not perceive their child to  be 
significantly overweight” (p.24S). The researchers suggest that the A frkan American 
culture may minimke then child’s health rkks related to obesity due to cultural 
acceptance o f a  larger Ixxfy habitus, and lack o f  knowledge regarding the long term  
health risks.
Striegel-Moore and Kearney-Cooke (1994) studkd 1276 parents who had a  
child between the ages o f 2-16 years regarding their attitudes and behavkrs about their 
child’s pltyskal appearance. Parental response fix>m a 77-item questknnaire (most 
questkns were on a S-point rating scale) on body image concerns included assessment 
o f their child’s attractiveness, and what parents had done to change their child’s 
appearance was analyzed. They found that parents were generally satisfied with their 
child’s physkal appearance, the amount that the child eats, and the amount o f  physkal 
activity, however, the amount o f  praise and level o f  satis& ctkn with their child’s 
appearance lessened during the child’s grade school years and mto adolescence.
Parental Influences
The feUowmg studks found that parents have a major influence on the incidence 
o f  a  child developing weight problems. Parents are usualfy the primary care givers and 
have control over the types offixK b that a  child eats from birth. In astu d y  o f  156 
W nte, non-Œ q*ank families w ith 5 year old daughters, Birch and Fisher (2000) studkd 
the relationship o f the m others’ child-feeding practkes and their daughters weighL
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9T h ro i^ th e  use ofm ukfyk questionnaires it was found that mothers who are concerned 
about their own weight are more likefy to  ei%age in child-feeding practices that restrict 
and monitor what their daughters eat for fear that the child wiH become overweight.
Due to  the restrictive eating controls by the mothers, it was found that their daughters 
developed k ss se lf control o f  food intake. According to the findings, the researchers 
belkve this could manifest into «waking o r hiding food wdnch may increase the 
likelihood that they will become obese. It was also found that heavier mothers had 
heavier daughters in this study (Birch & Fisher, 2000).
Saekns, Ernst, and Epstein (2000) found a  positive associatkn between m others 
with both a higher BMI and disinhibited eating patterns, and their concern about their 
child’s risk o f developing obeshy. I f  a  m other was concerned about her own weight she 
was more likely to control the child’s eating patterns regardless o f whether the child was 
obese o r not (Saekns, et aL, 2000).
A S year prospective stuffy o f  216 newborns and their parents by S tke, Agras, 
and Hammer (1999) investigated the risk fefXors for the development o f  eating fiisorfkrs 
starting from birth. They looked at such factors as inhibited eating (a child i^ io  is shy to 
eat in the presence o f others), secretive eating, overeating, and vomiting to  prefUct the 
onset o f  flisturbed eating patterns. They noted a  pattem  over the S years o f  a  h^her 
percentage o f secretive eatii% (18.1% ) and overeating (33.8%) compared to  inhibited 
eating (9.7%) and vomiting (9.7 %) liriuch suggests that eating fiisturbances can develop 
during earfy childhofxL They also found a  relatknshfy between maternal BM I and a 
child’s concern for becommg overweight themselves and, from the fiata, qieculate that 
th k  concern could manifest inhibited eating bdiaviors. A relationship was found
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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between maternal dissatisfaction with her ow n body, striving for thmness, and paternal 
history o f  being overweight. This was related to  the development o f  the child modeling 
these kleals and internalizing these same goals. Lastfy, elevated infant BMI, and 
elevated infant adpos&y was related to  avid feeding and the development o f  overeating 
in childhood. Although the researchers identified numerous limitations, collectively the 
Hflta does show that parental and infant characteristks are related to  the development o f 
eating disturbances (S tke, et aL, 1999).
Smolak, Levine, and Schermer (1999) studied the effect o f  parental comments 
on fourth (299) and fifth (2S3) grade girls and boys. This conq>arative descrqxtive study 
surveyed 131 mothers and 89 fathers. They found i^ ien  mothers complained about their 
own weight and made comments about their daughters weight, the daughters had 
responses o f  being concerned about getting o r being too fat. A father’s concern about 
his weight also had an effect on daughters concern about being fat, and only fathers 
comments had any effect on the sons concern for being fat. On a more positive note, it 
was found that a  paternal belief m the effectiveness in dieting was associated with higher 
body-esteem and fewer weight loss attem pts for both daughters and sons, and, daughters 
were also less concerned about becoming fat due to the paternal befiefa. Smolak, e t aL
(1999) suggests that their findings show a  definite correlatkn between parental 
comments and the fears o f  their children, eqiecialfy girls, o f  becoming fat, increased 
body dissatisfactkn and several weight loss attempts. They s i^ e s t  that working with 
the parents in primary care may prevent these belkfa from developing in these young 
children.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Kiahnstoever and Lqtps (2001) studied the relationship between weight status 
and se lf concept in 197 five-year-old girls and whether parental concern about their child 
being overw e^ht o r restrkting access to fixxd was associated w ith n ^ a tiv e  se lf 
evahiatkns among the girls. It was found that mother’s who were overweight 
themselves were more acceptn% o f  their daughter’s weight status and maintained more 
positive interactions with them. B oth maternal and paternal concern about the 
daughter’s weight status and re s trk tk n  o f  food access was associated with lower se lf  
perceptions in the girls. M other’s who were more r^trictive in aHowdng food access to 
daughters with higher we%ht status correlated with lower perceived cognitive and 
physical aWlities among the girls. Interestingfy, it was found that independent o f the 
girls’ weight status, higher paternal concern about their daughter’s weight status was 
associated with lower body-esteem, and higher maternal concern was associated with 
lower perceived physical and cognitive ability in the girls. These findings support the 
need for concern because girls a t such a  young age are developing low body esteem, low 
perceived cognitive ability, and low perceived physical ability w hkh may lead to early 
dieting as a  o f  inprovm g se lf w orth and body satisfactkiL Early dkting or 
weight control by limiting c a k rk  intake mfty impede the normal growth o f  childhood 
(Krahnstoever & Lqips, 2001).
A retrospective cohort study done by Whittaker, et aL (1997) looked at 
predicting obesity in young adulthood based on childhood and parental obesity using 
854 partkpants who were bom  between 1965 and 1970 in W ashington State. Height 
and weight measurements were taken from  medical records from members o f Group 
Health Cooperative o f  Puget Sound. Their results showed that the probability o f  bemg
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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obese in young aduhhood correlated w ith obesity in childhood and increased with age. 
The researchers used odds ratios to  show  that obesity in children under 2 years o f  age 
showed no increased risk o f  developmg obesity m young adulthood, but over 6 years o f 
age the probability was greater than 50% compared to 10% m non-obese children.
When lookmg at the development o f  obesity in young adulthood in relation to obesity o f  
parents, a  greater risk was found o f  developmg obesity at every age level for both the 
obese and nonobese children if  a t least one parent was obese. This risk was noted to  be 
highest in children under the age o f  ten. As an example, **among non-obese one- and 
two-year-olds, those with a t least one obese parent had a greater chance o f  being obese 
as adults than those without an obese parent (28% vs. 10%), and among obese three-to- 
five-year-olds, the chance o f  aduk obesity increased from 24% k' neither parent was 
obese to 62% if at least one parent w as obese” (W hittaker, et aL, 1997, p.872). The 
researchers offered the eiqilanatkn for this increased risk as possibfy due to shared 
genes or envfronmental factors within families. They also cautkm providers to avoki 
treating children for obesity under age 3 vdio have no obese parents, but be aware o f  the 
susceptibility for obesity when one o r more o fth e  parents are obese. According to  the 
results o f this stufty, these factors should be identified and then used to guide prevention 
efforts (W hittaker, et aL, 1997).
Further stqxport o f the influence that parents and the home environment have in 
the incidence o f obesity in children w as found by Strauss and Knight (1999). Their 
prospective cohort study investigated the association between the home environment 
and socioeconomic factors, and the development o f  obesity in childhood. Their sample 
consisted o f  2913 normal weight children followed over 6 years (age 0-8 years). Results
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o f  this stuffy siqqwrted that the home environment was a  critical factor in  the 
development o f  chiMhofxi obesity. Factors such as househokls beaded by smgle 
mothers, minority chikiren, low income families, parents with low efhicatmn, and home 
environments with low cognitive stimulation increased risk for development o f  obesity. 
Overweight mothers increased the risk o f  their child becoming obese to 1.5-fokl, and 
obese mothers increased the risk o f  their child becoming obese to  three-fold. Chikiren in 
mkldle-income families had a  1.8-fold increased risk and low-mcome chikiren had a  2.8- 
fold risk ofbecomn% obese over the 6 years ofthe stuffy. Black chikiren had a  >86% 
risk o f developing obesity over the 6 years conqwred to white chikiren (Strauss & 
Knight, 1999).
The researchers hypothesize that their faidings in fam ilks with lower sfxrif>- 
efronomk status who have shown an increased risk o f developing obesity may be due to 
a  pfx>r home environment where chikiren may be less pltysicalfy active, may have less 
healthy eating patterns, and may have a  home environment that is less stimulating or 
interactive, although it was found that there was no assf)ciation found between famify 
emotional support and the development o f  obesity. The chikiren who befmme obese 
were just as Ukefyto be huggefi, kissefi, o r spanked as chikiren fiid not become
obese (Strauss & Kn%ht, 1999).
Ethnic and Gender Differences 
Many studies have been done to  compare the occurrence o f  obesity and other 
variaWes related to obesity like bkxxi pressure, serum Ifyid levels, fiietaiy fat intake, and 
activity level among different ethnic groups and between males and females. Brown,
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Sothem, Sudcmd, UdaU, and Bfecker (2000) studied racial differences in Iqnd profiles o f  
obese children and adolescents before and after sfymficant weight loss. Their sample 
consisted o f both male and female Afikan-A m etkan versus Caucasmn children Wxo 
were enrolled in a  1-year weight loss program. Akhot%h the program  lasted for a  year, 
partkk^Qts were involved in a  10 week intensive period that focused on acute we%ht 
loss, diet and nutrition educatkn, exercise mtervention/instruction, and behavior 
modification sesskns. Results showed that all grotqxs had a signi& ant weight loss, but 
Caucasian males reduced their to tal cholesterol more signi&antfy than the Afirkan- 
American males. Between Caucasian and Aftkan-Am erkan females, there was no 
significant difference in total cholesterol o r trigfyceride levels at baseline or at the 10 
week foDow-tq>. The researchers believed the muttidîscÿlinaiy approach for weight 
reductkn was successful for the most part, including lowering serum  lipkl profiles in all 
the obese children, but A ftkan-A m erkan children showed a  less dramatic decrease in 
thek lq)ki profile conqnred to Caucasimi children. T hk could explain the father 
prevalence o f cardiovascular disease in the Afikan-Amerkan populatkn (Brown, et aL, 
2000).
Menard, Park, and Scholfield (1999) did a 4-year study called The San A ntonk 
Biethnk Children’s B kod  Pressure Stuffy where th ty  compared 4195 M exkan- 
Amerkan (M-A) males and females to 2039 non-Bfispank whke (W ) males and females 
fix>m kindergarten through 12* grade. In  afWitkn to b k o d  pressure, they tf>ok 
anthropometric measurements w hkh were the main focus for comparison. Their results 
showed that M-A children are generally shorter, but weigh the same o r more as W 
chikiren, and the M-A chikiren have a  higher bfxfy mass indoc (BM I). The M-A
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children also tended to have more fat tissue as shown in the subscapular and tricep 
sldnfbld thkkness. Interestingly the researchers compared their present data regarding 
BMI to other studies done in the past, 16 years % o for the M -A children and 25 years 
ago for the W children, and an increase was seen in BMI across all groups with a more 
gigntficant increase seen in the M -A children. Although there was no data reported 
regarding comparisons o f  blood pressures, the researchers identify that blood pressure 
levels are known to be well correlated with height, weight, and BM I (Menard, et aL, 
1999).
Hernandez, Uphold, Graham, and Singer (1998) used 309 preschool children 
ftom  a Head Start program  to ident^r the prevalence and correlates o f  obesity by doing 
a  chart review. Their results showed no «gnificant relationship between obesity and 
gender, racial group, socioeconomic status, general health problems o r behavior 
problems. The onfy significant relationshfy found was between obesity and elevated 
blood pressure vriiere 13% o f  the children in the obese group had an elevated blood 
pressure and onfy 4% o f  children in the non-obese groiq> had an elevated blood pressure. 
The Head Start population in this stuffy had a  signi&antfy high percentage o f obesity in 
general (32%) which the researchers state is h itte r than in previous stufiks supportmg 
an imperative need that these preschool children should continue to  be screened.
The Bogahisa H eart Stuffy examined secular (mtermittent) increases in relative 
we%ht and afifyosity among chilfiren % es 5-24 years old between 1973 and 1994 
(Freetiman, e t aL, 1997). This stuffy was fione as a  community-based project to identify 
cardiovascular disease risk factors in earfy life. It mcluded both black and white children 
in Bogahisa, Louisiana- The ratio o f  black and \diite children in  Bogahisa in 1980, was
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30% and 70% respective^. The resuhsofth is study showed a  mean weight mcrease o f 
J2 kg/yr, a  mean, sldnfbld thickness increase o f  .15 mm/yr, and the prevalence o f 
overwe%ht approxhnately doubled from  1973*1994 with very little difference found 
across race-gender groups.
Ogden, et aL (1997) examined the prevalence o f  overwe%ht among U.S. 
preschool children aged 2 months to 5 years between the years 1971 through 1974 (fost 
National Health and Nutritional Examination Survey [NHANES I]) and 1988 through 
1994 (NHANES IQ). NHANES IQ is a  nationally representative sample o f the total 
noninstitutfonalized civilian population fiom  50 states and the District o f  Columbia. 
NHANES in  is the primary focus because it was the only study in the series designed to 
include large numbers o f preschoolers (aged 2 months and older) w ith a  total o f 7784 
children aged 2 m onths to 5 years included. The most significant increase in weight was 
found a t age 4 to  5 years where the prevalence o f overweight was higher among girls for 
aU racial/ethnic groups (more than 10% o f  all girls were overweight). Among the three 
diflferent racial/ethnfo groiq>s (non^Hispanic white, non-Hiqxmic black, and Mexican* 
American) the Mexican* American children had the highest prevalence o f overweight 
(12% for boys and 13.2% for girls). The non-Hispanic black children had mtermediate 
prevalence (8.7% for boys and 12.6% for girls) and the nonrHispanic Miihe children had 
the lowest prevalence (43%  for boys and 113%  for girls) (Ogden, e t aL, 1997).
Mei, et aL (1998) exammed mfoimation available fiom  the Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) and the Prevention Pediatric Nutrition Surveillance (PedNSS) fiom 1983 
to  1995 r^ard in g  the prevalence o f overweight among U.S. low income preschool 
children. These two sources provided clinical records fiom  children who participated in
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WIC (1 504 063 children % ed 2 m nnths to 5 years). NCHS grow th charts were used 
to  determine percentile for ht/w t ratio. They found, in chüdren> 24 months o f% e, an 
absolute increase o f  2.9% for boys and 3.4% for girls vfoen the 85* percentile was used 
for the cutoff point, and an absolute increase o f 1.7% for boys and 1.8% for girls when 
the 95* percentile was used for the cu toff pomt. The prevalence o f  overw e^ht for gals 
is significantly higher than for boys (p<0.05) (Mei, et aL, 1998).
The prevalence for overweight in children aged 2-5 years w as highest among 
Hispanics congiared to non-Hispanic blacks and non-Hispanic W ntes in both 1983 and 
1995 ahhnugh the absolute increase in the prevalence o f ovwweight fiom  1983-1995 
was highest in non-Kspanfo blacks (4.3%  at the 85* percentile and 2.6%  a t the 95* 
percentile). Non-Hispanfo wdiites aged 2-5 years had the second highest absolute 
increase in the prevalence o f  overweight (3.0% at the 85* percentile and 1.5% at the 95* 
percentile) and K spanks had the lowest absolute increase (23%  at the 85* percentile 
and 1.4% at the 95* percentile) (M ei, et aL, 1998).
Hanley, Ib rris , Gittleson, W olever, and Zinman (2000) studied the prevalence o f 
pediatric overweight and associated behavioral foctors in 445 children and adolescents 
(aged 2-19 years) in a  Native Canadian Community vdiere high rates o f  adult obesity 
and type 2 diabetes exbts. The overall prevalence o f  overweight m this pediatric 
population was h%h (27.7% in boys and 33.7% in girls). The researchers conçared 
thefi data to the Natfonal Health and Nutrition Survey (NHANES m ) and the 
percentage o f  overweight w as higher in all age and ^ n d e r categories for the Native 
Indian Canadians. Higher levels o f  plysical activity and consumption o f  adequate fiber 
was found to  dramaticallty decrease the rb k  ofbem g overweight. Hanley, e t aL (2000)
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concluded fiom  the data, that the pattern o f  pediatck obesiQ r found in th k  study b  
concerning in Kght o f  the mcreasing burden o f  dnbetes and metabolic disorders in this 
and similar Native Indian Canadian communities.
M orbidity and M ortality 
Some classic studies have been done to determine long-term morbidity and 
mortality in relation to chiMhood weight status. Abraham, CoUms, and Nordsieck 
(1971) did a  follow-up study looking at the relatk>nshq> o f  childhood weight status to 
morbidity in 1506 adult v^nte males. Between 1961-1963 they reviewed charts fiom 
30-40 years ago and then contacted aU the particqiants to obtam  adult health status to 
compare to their childhood data. Their results showed a  strong tendency toward 
increasing we%ht fiom  childhood to adulthood. Children who were average weight 
became moderately o r maricedty overweight as adults and children who were moderately 
overweight o r markedty overweight as children remained overweight into adulthood. 
K gher rates o f hypertensive vascular disease were found in both the moderate and 
matkedty overweight groups o f  adults, but surprisn%ty these partkipants had been in the 
below average weight groiqp as a  child. Hypertensive vascular disease was found to 
have the same prevalence in adults who were overweight in childhood and adulthood, as 
well as adults who were both average weight in childhood and adulthood (Abraham, et 
aL, 1971).
Mossberg (1989) summarized a  40 year follow-up o f 504 overweight children 
who had been admitted to a  hospital between 1921 and 1947 in Sweden. Results 
regarding morbidity showed that there was a  high incidence o f cardfovascular disease
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(29.1%) across aU age groiqis, and cardiovascular disease w as also the highest cause o f  
death (43.6%). M ust, Jaques, DaUal, Bajema, and Dietz (1992) studied long-term 
morbidity and mortality o f  overwe%ht adolescents using data from the Harvard Growth 
Study o f 1922 to 1935. Increased incidence o f heart disease, atherosclerosis, gout, 
colorectal cancer, h ÿ  fractures, and arthritis was found in relation to ben% overweight 
in adolescence They found that women who were overweight in adolescence reported 
more difScuhy with activitks o f  daity living and had a  1.6-fold increase in the 
development o f arthritis. After 55 years o f  follow-up, obesity in adolescence for both 
men and women increased the relative risk o f mortality related to coronary heart disease, 
atherosclerotic cerebrovascular vascular disease and colorectal cancer.
Anding, Kubena, M cIntosh, and O’Brien (1996) studied 54 boys and girls aged 
14 and 15 years old to identify and compare coronary heart disease (CHD) risk foctors. 
The sample was taken from  public schools in 2 central Texas cities. The adolescents 
were eligible to partkq>ate if  they had no personal history o f  high blood pressure, 
diabetes, or heart disease, and they were not pregnant. Results showed that 41% o f 
boys and 48% o f girls were obese, and 33% o f boys and 80% o f  girls needed 
improvement in thefr cardiovascular fitness level D ktary fot and cholesterol intake was 
analyzed by both a 24 hour recall and a  2-day food record. Boys and girls consumed 
34% and 36% of their to tal energy from fot req*ectivefy, and 84% o f boys and 96% o f 
girls consumed greater than 10% o f  energy from saturated fid. Girls had higher mean 
concentrations o f  total cholesterol, HDL, and LDL compared to  the boys. Onfy 3 o f the 
particÿan ts had elevated blood pressures, but 7% o f  boys (ir=2) and 4%  o f girls (n ^ l) 
had blood pressure levels suggestive ofhypertension. It was significant to see that more
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than 80% o f  particqMnts ha«^  at least one risk foctor for CHD and 25% had tw o o r more 
risk foctors (Andmg, e t aL, 1996). This study is significant for health care providers 
because it shows risk foctors for CHD in adolescents vrinch includes obesity and 
nutritional intake.
Healthy People 2010 
Heaktty People 2010 goals are a  focus o f preventative care for the vfoole nation 
to strive for. The goals are «ignifirant because they conskier the risk foctors and the 
inqmrtance o f  preventing obesity in children. Healthy People 2010 has 10 Leadmg 
Health Indicators with physical activity, and overweight and obesity being the top two 
on the list, respectively (U.S. Department o f  Health and Human Services, Healthy 
People 2010, Vol 1 ,2000). Regular physical activity throughout life is required to 
maintain a  healthy body, enhance ptychologkal well-being, and prevent premature 
death. According to data inovided in the Leading Health fadicators, m 1999,65%  o f 
adolescents engaged in the recommended amount o f physical activity and the targeted 
goal for Healthy People 2010 fo to  increase that nunfoer to 85% o f  adolescents 
participating in regular physical activity. Populatfons with low  rates o f  physkal activity 
are women (at all ages are generalty less active then men at all ages), people with low 
incomes and less education, African American and ICspanics are generalty less physkalty 
active than whites, adults m northeastern and southern states tend to  be less active than 
adults in the northrcentral and western states, people with disabilities, and older people 
(over age 75).
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Overweight and obesity is the second lead ing  H ealth Indicator (U.S.
Department o f  Health and Human Services, Healthy People 2010, VoL 1 ,2000).
Obesity increases the risk for hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, type 2 dkbetes, heart 
disease and stroke, gallbladder disease, arthritis, sleep disturbances and difiQculty 
breathing, and nsuty cancers. It can also cause social st^m atizatfon, discrimmation, and 
decrease selfesteem  m obese mdivkhials. Populations at high risk for obesity include 
adolescents from low mcome families vfoo are twice as likefy to  be overweight or obese 
conqjared to adolescents from middle or high-income fomiHes, women with lower 
incomes, and African American and M exkan Am erkan women are more likefy to obese 
than white womeiL There is a  tremendous gender difference in regards to obesity viiere 
the proportkn o f A frkan American women vfoo are obese is 80% higher compared to 
the proportion o f African American men are obese. This gender difference is also 
seen between Mexican American women and men, but the proportion o f  obese white, 
non-Hispank men and women is about the same.
Interview with WIC
A meeting was held on February 7*, 2001 attended by the manager, a  Registered 
Dietician, and the 4 supporting Registered Dieticians vfoo run 5 out o f  the 13 WIC 
clinics in Las Vegas, NV, and surrounding area. I was in attendance to  review the 
proposed study, put forth the desire to use their clinks to obtain my sanq>k, to ask 
questions about WIC and how each clink was run, to get feedback from these 
professionals regarding the tool that wiH be used to obtain the data, and to discuss w tys 
to minimize stram o f  extra woric for the d k tk k n s and their siq)port staff
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The purpose o f  W IC is to provide nutritional counseling as well as nutritional 
supplements to p ren a n t women, and infants and children iq> to  the age o f  5 years. Their 
clknts are primarify low  income and o f  various cultural backgrounds. The literature 
reviewed previous^ kientifies this groiq) at higher risk for obesity. Myers and Vargas
(2000) studied perception o f WIC parents concluding that further research is needed to 
learn more about parents perception o f  their child’s weight in this setting.
When clients qualify for WIC due to a  low famify income and an klentified 
nutritional risk as a pregnant women, or an infant o r child up to  the age o f 5 years, they 
are admitted to  the program. The children have a  nutritional assessment completed by 
filling out forms to assess nutritional mtake and have their height and weight taken upon 
admission. This is repeated every 6 months thereafter.
The study done by Myers and Vargas (2000) was discussed previousfy. Myers 
and Vargas (2000) stated in then study that their population o f  children had about a 
21% obesity rate. The dietkians I  met with estimated that their population had an 
approximate obesity rate o f  20%. We also discussed their success rate with children 
identified as high risk. Myers and Vargas (2000) stated that then  m terventkns with the 
high risk obese children were not as effective as they hoped w hkh prompted them to do 
the stucfy. The dieticians at these 5 WIC clinks believed that they had about a  50% 
success rate with then interventions involving high risk children.
Although the dietkians were in support o f the proposed study, they were some 
what skeptical about the impact that it would have due to the overvfoehning media 
attention to fast foods, high fat and sugary foods for children, and the relativefy low cost
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o f  these foods compared to fruits, vegetables, and other staple items such as fresh meat, 
eggs, m fk, and cereal
We also discussed the feasibility o f the researcher watching the certifiers go 
through the certification process with clients in order to  examine the consistency o f how 
heights and weights are taken. Thty^ agreed this would be useful prior to or as part o f 
the pilot study, but before actual data collection. This process would h eÿ  the researcher 
to become familiar with staff and the routines o f the clinics. The plan included use o f  3 
o f the clinics to obtain a cukuralfy varkd sample over the summer months which the 
staff did not feel should be a problem because client numbers do not decrease 
dram atical^ during the summer.
Health Promotion Nfodel 
Pender’s Health Pronootion M odel (HPM) has been used to  measure health 
promoting behaviors for many different cultural groups and various socioeconomic 
levels. The following studks wiH be reviewed to provkle siq>port for its use with WIC 
clknts. Pender (1996) states that further enqxnical research must be done using the 
revised HPM  in order to understand the extent to i^nch the model win be useful in 
explaining, predktm g, and altering health-promoting behavfors. Multq>le studks have 
been done testing various concepts o f  the original HPM vdnch provides valuable data 
for review in relatfon to  the proposed study. Personal factors in the revised HPM are 
biologic, ptychologk, and sociocultural aspects o f  an individual w hkh k  similar to 
dem ogn^hk factors in the original HPM (Pender, 1996). Demogrtqxhk factors have 
been exammed extensivefy i^nch  is important to the proposed snufy since ethnkity, age.
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gender, and weiglit/heigbt parameters o f parents and cfaOdren will be exammed m 
relation to  parent’s perceptions.
Speake, Cowart and Pellet (1989) exammed health perceptions atxl lifestyles o f 
the elderly. Results showed that demographics were highly correlated with perceptions 
o f health where being more educated, younger, married, Caucasian, and female were 
related to  having better perceptions o f  health. Similar ftidings by Bacconiere and 
Oleckno (1999) showed that gender, % e, and occiq>ational discipline were significant 
predktors o f  overall healtb*promoting lifestyles. Garcia, N orton Broda, Frenn, Covial, 
Pender and Ronis (1995) found that activity levels decrease as females go from pre­
adolescence to  adolescence, but the opposite is true for their male counterparts. The 
researchers believe that low self-esteem in adolescent females prevents them from 
partk%*ating in self enhancing behaviors like exercise.
Dufi^ (1989) belkves that women generalfy seek health care more often and are 
involved in heahh>promoting practices more often. Her study examined 420 enqxloyed 
women with regards to then  health locus o f control, selfesteem , and specific healtb- 
prom otkn activities. It was found that women with sufGcknt income and no diagnosed 
health problems were more likely to  feel in control o f  their health, will engage in regular 
physkal activity, and report better health status (D uf^, 1989).
Cultural differences in health promoting lifestyles were found by Felton, Parsons, 
NGsener and Oldaker (1997) and D u f^ , Rossow and Hernandez (1996). Fekon, et aL 
(1997) studkd racial differences m heakh d ^ m tk n , health value, and heakb-promoting 
bdxaviors, as well as, age, BMI and sockeconom k status o f 62 pairs (n=124) o f  black 
and white college women. They found more commonalities than differences existed
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between these college women. Black and white college students w ith similar 
socioeconomic status and BMI held the same health values and health promotion 
practices. M ore black students ranked health among their top  three values, 65% versus 
45% o f W iite students. The major difference in this group was found in their nutritional 
practkes and the rate o f  obesity. Black students were less likefy **to choose food with 
conskeratkn o f  preservatives, read food labels, eat three meals a  day, and include vixok 
grains, raw fruits, and vegetables in their d k t”( p.663). Black students had nearfy tw ke 
the obesity rate vfoere 48% o f  the black women in this study were obese conqxaed to 
26% o f M ute women (Felton, et aL, 1997).
D uf^, et aL (1996) studkd the health-promoting lifestyles o f 397 enq>teyed 
Mexican Amerinm women. The findings from this study were compared to other 
published studies done with women Mxkh had also used the Heakh-Prom otii^ Lifestyk 
Profik (HPLP). Many o f  the M exkan American women were employed in health care 
related fields. Regardless o f  sockeconom k status, Mmdcan Am erkan women have 
kw er scores than W hite women on factors such as exercise, health responsibility, 
nutritkn, and stress management behavkrs (D uf^, et aL, 1996).
Summary
Many research studks have been reviewed that identify pediatric obesity as a 
problem in our society today with many kng-term  effects. It has been shown that 
childhood obesity has many causes. Parental influences are dram atk, M iether it be in 
rek tk n  to the mcidence o f  obesity o f  the parents themselves, the comments and 
behavkrs o f  the parents, o r environmental factors. Understanding the parental
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influences are extremely significant for the proposed study. The proposed study 
incorporates these foctors when looking more specifically at parental perceptions 
regarding childhood obesity.
There are very few recent studks HcaKng with parental perceptions o f childhood 
obesity. Leammg more about parental perceptions is s ig n ^ a n t because the majority o f  
interventions are geared tow ard the parents M ien the child is very young, the time M ien 
preventative teaching regarding obesity can be addressed. Many fomilks may not be 
aware o f the problems that obesity can cause in the long-term and do not seek 
assistance. It has been shown that a  child continues to be obese into adolescence, their 
rk k  o f  remaining obese into adulthood is very high. I f  parents do not belkve that 
obesity is a  problem due to  cultural beliefo o r lack o f  understanding, then interventions 
must consider these fiictors and be mdividualized for various situations.
Startling evklence regardmg long-term morbkiity and mortality related to 
childhood obesity has also been identi& d and supported. Cardiovascular disease 
remains the number one cause o f  death o f  Amerkans with M ikh obesity is found to be 
highty correlated (Natfonal Center for Health Statistks, 1998). Even more nnportantty, 
qiecific ethnk populations, such as H iqianks and A fikan Americans, are at an even 
higher risk for these diseases.
The meeting with W IC dietkians provided insight into how their (nogram works 
and siqiports the need for this study to  be conducted with WIC clients. The high rate o f  
obesity m this generalty low sockeconom k and cuhuralty diverse populatkn is 
concerning in light o fa ll the literature that hasjust been reviewed. These children are at
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higher risk to  remain obese into adulthood if  interventions are not effective at this young 
%e.
A brief review o f  studks using Pender’s HPM provides a  base to support its use 
m this study. It has been shown that gender, age, culture, educatkn, and socioeconomic 
status has a  bearing on health-iaomotmg activftks. These concepts were studied as well 
as other concepts o f Pender’s HPM  m order to  determine the relationship between the 
parents perceptions and the child’s weight status.
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CHAPTERS
FRAMEWORK
Introduction
The following chapter contains a  general overvkw  o f Pender’s Health Promotfon 
Model (HPM) and how it relates to the present study. Specific concepts and variables 
fix>m Pender’s Frameworic used in this study are defined and discussed in relatfon to 
childhood obesity and parental perceptions regardmg their child’s weight. The relevance 
o f  this theory in nursn% knowledge and how this study using this frameworic hopes to 
add further to nursing’s body o f knowledge will also be discussed. The research 
questions are identified. Conceptual and operational definitfons o f  Pender’s variables 
used in this study are discussed to provide a  clear understanding between the HPM, the 
tool and how they were used to test the research questions.
Pender’s Revised Health Prom otion Model 
Pender’s Revfoed Health Promotfon M odel (HPM ) was released in 1996 with 
slight changes from her original HPM in 1980. Her firamework was developed primarify 
from social kam ing theories aimed at assisting nurses and other health professfonals to 
predict overall health promoting lifestyles and behavfors in peopk o f  aH ages and within 
various communities (Pender, 1996). This study looked a t parental perceptions ofthenr
28
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child’s weight in relation to  the child’s BMI percentile. From the multitude o f  studies 
done regarding childhood obesity, this is a  target area for health promotion interventions 
in society to d ^  because obesity is mcreasing r^ndfy in the pediatric population.
Pender’s HPM has m uhÿle varmbles that are predicted to  enhance o r inhibit a  person 
from reachmg the final outcome o f  performing a  health promoting behavior (See 
^>peiidix B) (Pender, 1996).
The foHown% de& es concepts o f Pender’s HPM used to  gukle this study m 
learning more about parental perceptions. Prior related behavior is a  concept o f the 
HPM Much predkts that past behavior has a  direct effect on a  person’s current attempts 
a t health promoting behaviors due to habit formation (Pender, 1996). This concept can 
be related to childhood obesity. A  child develops eata% habits and makes food choices 
on the basis o fM iat is teamed at home, the availability o f  fr>od and influences o f  parental 
modeling (Birch & Fisher, 2000; Golan, et aL, 1999; Krahnstoever & L ipps, 2001; 
Whitaker, et aL, 1997).
Personal fiictors have been categorized as bk lo g k , psychologk, and 
sociocultural in the HPM  (Pender, 1996). B k log k  fiictors such as age and gender have 
been shown to  correlate w ith obesity. Obesity at a  young age M ikh  continues mto 
adolescence increases the likelihood (50%) that individuals will remain obese into 
adulthood (W hitaker, e t aL, 1997). Females generalty tend to have higher BMI or body 
fot content compared to their male counterparts (Brown, et aL, 2000; Menard, et aL, 
1999). M ust, e t aL (1992) found that obese women, who were obese in adolescence, 
had a  h%her incidence o f  morbidity in adulthood. P tychokgk  fitttors such as perceived 
health status are important when considering how fiimOks view weight status. An
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example can be taken from Young-Hyman, et aL (2000) M iere parents o f  obese children 
did not see their child’s weight as a  problem even m the presence o f  other fomify 
members having chronic illnesses such as hypertension, diabetes and coronary artery 
disease which are strongly linked to obesity.
Sociocultural foctors such as ethnkity are related to obesity. It has been shown 
that Afikan>Amerkan and M exkan-Am erkan children tend to be more obese than 
Caucasian children (Brown, et aL, 2000; Menard, et aL, 1999; Robinson 6  KiHen, 1995) 
. C onskeratkn  o f all o f  these personal foctors together needs to be addressed when 
predkting a  person’s attitude and ability to perform a health pronmotn% behavkr 
according to Pender (1996).
The previous variables, prior related behavior and personal foctors, are unkpte to 
each individual and difiBcuk to  alter. Pender’s HPM has a number o f  variables 
categorized under Bdiavkr-Specific Cognitions and Affect (1996). She states these are 
critkal ‘*core” variables w ith motivational s^nificance that nurses and other health 
professionals will most likefy be abk  to target with thefr interventions. N ot aU o f  these 
concepts wiU be used in this study and only the ones used in this study will be described.
Activity-related affect in Pender’s HPM refers to the subjective feelmgs that one 
gets from performing  a  behavkr. It can be a  positive affect or a negative affect (Pender, 
1996). Pender (1996) describes it as an em otknal teqm nse o r gut-level reactkn  where 
behavkrs are more Hkefy to  be repeated if they are related to  a  positive affect and less 
likety to  be repeated if it is related to  a  negative affect. A feature in Newsweek 
discussed the dilemma that parents may foce when their child is obese and some fomUks 
shared their stories (Begky, 2000). Parents feel like th^r are walking on an enm tknal
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tightrope by trying to k>ve their child without givmg the child the feeling that they are 
turning % ainst them  when trying to control their child’s we%hL Occasionally a  child 
win come to a  parent and ask for help like Sean (age 7), in Chkago M io turned to food 
M ien his parent’s got divorced. Sean was 4 feet taU and weighed 96 pounds. He went 
to his mother because he stated he was beh% teased at school and he wanted it to stop, 
but this is not a  common occurrence. Parents are tom  about M ien and how to intercede 
with their child’s weight gain (Begley, 2000). Although treatm ent is not a  fector in this 
stucfy, the emotions that parents may feel are important to consider.
Pender (1996) describes interpersonal influences as cognitions that are affected 
by the behaviors, beliefe, and attitudes o f  others such as femify, peers, o r health care 
provMers. Interpersonal processes may be influenced by social norms. Individuals w31 
be more likefy to  perform a  behavior if they wiU be socialfy accepted or socially admired. 
Some cultures place more emphasfe on interpersonal influences than  others. Young- 
Hyman, et aL (2000) found that the African American culture is known to  be more 
tolerant o f  a  larger body habitus and therefore does not place as much importance on 
maintaining a  child’s weight with in recommended gukleline for age. Due to  cultural 
beliefe, parents underestimate their child’s risk for developing chronic illnesses as a 
result o f the child’s we%ht even in the presence o f a  femify history ofhypertension and 
diabetes (Young-Hyman, etaL , 2000).
Situational mfluences in the HPM are direct and indirect influences on health 
promotmg behavior (Pender, 1996). Pender (1996) describes k  as an environment that 
is full o f  cues that t r ^ e r  action. In  regards to  the proposed study, parents o f obese 
children may not see thefr child as overweight and therefore do not see it as a  problem
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with k>ng-tenn hatmfol ^fects. Likewise, if  their health care provider finis to  dfrcuss 
concerns regarding the obesity o fthe  child and peritaps the obesity o f  the parent as well, 
then parents m ay not realôe that there is a  problem. Simpfy addressh% the issue may 
provide those cues to trigger action for parents to woric towards health promoting 
behaviors. Pediatricians did not rate screening for diet, exercise, and lq>kl levels in 
children as a  top  priority (Nader, et aL, 1987). Francis (1999) discussed the status o f 
the Healthy People 2000 guidelmes and noted that onfy 30% o f primary care providers 
inquired about exercise habits or counseled thefr sedentary patients about exercise.
The final variables o f  Pender’s HPM are under the heading o f  Behavforal 
Outcomes (Pender, 1996). An individual makes a commitment to a  plan toward 
performing a  heakh-proomoting behavior. The heakhrpromoting behavkr is the end­
point o f Pender’s HPM and k is hoped that individuals will embrace a  heaklty lifestyle 
throughout the rest o f  thefr life span (Pender, 1996). Onfy the variables used in this 
study will be described.
Immediate competing demands and preferences may nkrude iqx>n an mdividual’s 
consckusness and prevent the outcome o f a  heakh-promoting behavior. Competmg 
demands are seen as akem ative behaviors that an mdividual has little control over such 
as woric o r fiunily care responsibilities (Pender, 1996). Nfyers and Vargas (2000) 
provides an example o f  this Mxere 6% o f the parents in thefr study stated that thefr child 
was cared for by a balyskter or in dtycare for the nxyorky o f  the day so therefore th ty  
had no control over what the chOd ate.
Pender (1996) describes competing preferences as alternative behavkrs which an 
individual has a  high level o f  controL but dqiends on the indivkfaials w31 power. Peer
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pressure, and a  society full o f  snack foods and soda make it difficult for mdividuals to 
overcome those competmg preferences. A nexam pkofth is was featured m a  story in 
Newsweek about the increasing incidence o f childhood obesity, and some fem ilks 
shared their stories o f  fighting childhood obesity (Cowky, 2000). One girl, who was 
200 lbs. gomg into 8* grade was trying hard to lose weight. She had lost 25 lbs thus for, 
but shared her feelings about M iat makes it hard for her to  lose weight. She feels that 
tiie is constantfy pressured m the wrong dnectfon in order to try to  fit in, “*My fiknds 
go to McDonald’s and Sonic and Casa O k  and they just eat and eat’ she says. And 
when they are not eating, they go to the maU’”, rather than partkipating m physical 
activities ( p.44). The above overview o f  Pender’s HPM describes specific variables o f 
her model that relate to  the purpose o f the present study. The variables o f  prior related 
behavkrs, personal foctors, activity-related affect, situational influences, and immediate 
competmg demands and preferences have been revkw ed in relation to  parent’s 
perceptkns o f  their child’s weight. Pender’s HPM wiU be used kosefy in this study as a 
guide to assist in understanding parental perceptkns.
Frameworic Related to Nursmg’s Body o f Knowledge 
The HPM  devekped by Pender, incorporates the multidimensknal nature o f 
individuals interacting with their environments as they attempt to pursue health. The 
holistk perqxective o f  nursing works well with this frameworic because it considers the 
M m k realm o f  human fimctkning. Pender identifies nurses as leaders for health 
prom otkn and illness prevention mtematknalfy. Pender’s review o f  m ultqik studies 
w hkh uriKrgH numerous variables from her HPM showed adequate predictive
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performance o f  her model (1996). She states that situational influences is a  variable that 
has not been studied extensivefy, but may hefy to explain inqwrtant foctors related to 
engagement in health promoting behaviors. This study using Pender’s HPM, has 
contributed further to  nursing’s body o f  knowledge by assisting health professionals to 
kam  about parental perceptions o f  childhood obesity, particularly their own child’s 
obesity.
Research Questions
1. What is the relationship between the parental perception o f the child’s weight on 
question #7 on the PPNS and the BMI percentik  o f the child?
2. What is the relationship between the ethnic background identified on the PPNS and 
the accuracy o f  the parental perception o f  the child’s weight on question #7 on the 
PPNS?
3. What is the relationship between the number o f  times the child eats fost foods and the 
BMI percentik o f  the child?
4. W hat is the relationship between the number o f  times the parent eats fost foods and 
the parent’s perception o f  their own weight?
5. What demographic data (age o fth e  parent and education) are related to accurate 
parental perception o f the child’s weight?
6. What is the relationship between the comment o f  a  health professional as reflected by 
question #11 on the PPNS and the parental perception o fthe  child’s weight?
7. What is the relationship between the comments o f  relatives as reflected by question 
#12 on the PPNS and parental perception o f  the child’s weight?
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8. What is the relatronshq» between the comments o f  friends as reflected tty question #13 
on the PPNS and the parental perception o f  the chOd’s weight?
Study Variables
The following stucfy variables from Pender’s HPM (1996) link the frameworic to 
the stucfy purpose using the Parental Perception Nutritional Survey (PPNSXSee 
Appendix C) as the to o l Each study variable wiU be conceptually defined fixim Pender’s 
HPM (1996) and then each variable wiU be operatfonahzed Ity specific questions in the 
tooL These variables from Pender’s HPM (1996) were described in the previous sectfon 
for their relevance to this stmfy and to WIC clients. They will be used to  guide the 
present study as follows:
Prfor Related B ehavkr
Prior related behavkr is conceptualfy defined as past behavkrs o r habits that 
may have a direct o r mdirect effect on vfoether an individual wiH eng% e in current 
health promoting behavkrs (Pender, 1996). Prior related behavkr o f  the child is 
operatknalfy defined as the parental reqm nse on the PPNS for questkn #9, how often 
does your child eat fost ftxxls, and the p rk r related behavkr o f the parent is 
operatknalfy defined as the parental response on the PPNS for questkn  #10, how often 
do you eat fost ftxxls.
Personal F actors
Personal foctors are conceptually defined as bk logk , psychokgk, and 
sociocultural foctors. Personal b k k g k  fttctors are age, gender, and BM I, personal 
p tychokgk  foctors are selfesteem , self-m otivatkn, o r perceived health status, and
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personal socxocnkural foctors are race, ethnkity, education and sockeconom k status 
(Pender, 1996). For this study, b k k g k  personal foctors in this study are operatknaDy 
defined as the age o f  the child (#1 on the PPNS), age o f  parent (#4 on the PPNS), 
gender o f  the child (#2 on  the PPNS), gender o f the parent (#S on the PPNS), height 
and weight o f  child (obtained fiom  the child’s chart at W IC). For this s tu ^ , the 
personal p tychokgkai foctor o f  perceived health status for the child is operatknally 
defined as M tether the parent thinks the child is underweight, normal we%ht, or 
overwe%ht (#7 on the PPNS), and perceived health status for the parent is operatknally 
defined by whether the parent thinks that they, themselves are underweight, normal 
weight, o r overweight (#8 on the PPNS). For this study, personal sockcukural foctors 
are operatknalfy defined as ethnkity (#3 on the PPNS) and highest level o f  educatkn o f 
parent (#6 on the PPNS).
A c riv ity -R y l^ ^  Aflfeç^
Activity-related affect is conceptualfy defined as the subjective feeling state that 
an individual has p rk r to , durmg, o r foUowing a  behavkr, and this feeling state may 
affect whether the individual performs the behavkr again. Pender describes it as a  gut- 
kvel reqionse (1996). A  positive affect fiom  a  behavkr wiU likefy encourage an 
indivkual to  repeat the behavkr whereas a  negative affect wiU likefy prevent an 
individual fiom  performing the behavkr again (Pender, 1996). Activity-related affect is 
o p e ra tk n a^  defined as the parental response to how th ^ r feel about their child’s we%ht 
(#17 on the PPNS).
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In terpersonal Tnfhiences 
Interpersonal influences are conceptually defined as the behaviors, beliefi, and 
attitudes o f fiumfy members, peers, and/or health care providers that may have an effect 
on whether an individual will participate in a  particular behavior. Interpersonal 
influences can include expectations o f  significant others, social supports, and modeling. 
Consequently it suggests that individuals are more Hkefy to perform a behavior if they 
are going to be sociaify admired because o f it (Pender, 1996). Interpersonal influence o f  
health professionals are operationalfy defined Ity questkn  #11 on the PPNS, has a  doctor 
o r nurse ever told you that your child is underweight, normal weight, o r overweight. 
Interpersonal influences o f  relatives are operatknalfy defined tty questkn #12 on the 
PPNS, do relatives comment about your child’s weight. Interpersonal mfluences o f  
friends are operatknally defined Ity questkn #13 on the PPNS, do frknds comment 
about your child’s weight.
Sftuatknal Influences 
Situatknal influences are conceptualfy defeied as the dfrect or indirect influences 
on health behavkrs where mdividuals are affected by their environment. Envfronments 
may hold cues that trigge r ac tk n to  determine whether an individual will perform a  
health behavkr (Pender, 1996). The researcher takes the positkn  that situatknal 
influences are important because a parent may not take a c tk n  in regards to a  child’s 
weight unless they see it related to other consequences such as health problems, 
difSculty playh% and getting enough exercise, d ifk u k y  making friends, o r not feeling 
good about him /herself Situatknal influences are operatknally defined as the problems 
parents think that an overweight child nuty have (#14 on the PPNS).
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Immediate conqieting demands and preferences are conceptually defined as 
alternative behaviors that prevents an mdividual fiom  performing a  health promoting 
behavior. Conqieting demands are situatfons M iere an indivkhialhas little con tro l like 
woric or family care responsibilities. Competing preferences are situations that an 
individual has a high level o f  con tro l, but success is determmed by the individual will 
power (Pender, 1996). Operationally, competmg demands are defined as difBculties that 
a parent may have m controlling what a child eats (#16 on the PPNS). Competing 
preferences are operationally defined as measures that parents may have trk d  in order to 
control their child’s eating (#15 on the PPNS).
Other Terms Defined 
The following are relevant terms that are important to  the study and have been 
defined in relation to  the present study:
1. Parent
Conceptualfy parent is defined as a  mother or father o f  a  child.
Operationalfy parent is defined as the legal guardian who brings the child in for the 
certification process. WIC requires this otherwise the child cannot be admitted to the 
progranL For the purpose o f  this snxfy, the parent (legal guardian) was the mdividual 
who brought the child to the clinic and filled out the survey.
2 . ^ i
Conceptuaify child is an infant; boy or g irl son o r daughter.
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Operatinnally child is the son o r daughter, age 2-5 years, brought to  the clinic Ity 
parent(s) to  be ocamined.
3. Perceive/ perception
Conceptualfy perceive/perceptkn is defined as the means to obtain knowledge throt%h 
ones senses; observe; understand.
Operatknally perceive/perceptkn is defined as how parent’s see their child’s weight as 
indkated by their answers on the survey as indicated by questkn #7 on the PPNS, how 
the parent sees their own weight by questkn  #8 on the PPNS.
A RMT rRndv M ass Indexé Percentile
Conceptualfy BMI is defined as the weight for height ratio M ikh is cakulated by weight 
(in kg)/Height (in meters) squared o r weight (in pounds)/He%ht (in inches)/He%ht (in 
inches) X  703. BMI percentile is obtained by pktting  the BMI on the gender- and age- 
q ie c ik  growth chart for children, revised for the Centers for Disease Control and 
Preventkn (CDC) for the United States
Operatknalfy BMI percentile is defined as the child’s BMI p k tted  on the CDC Growth 
Charts where weight was measured in pounds and height was measured in inches. The 
child’s BMI percentile was be divkied into three categories M iere a(n):
a) Underweight child has a  p k tted  BMI <5* percentile
b) Normal we%ht child has a  p k tted  BMI between 5* and the 95* percentile
c) Overwe%ht child has a p k tted  BMI >95* percentik
5. Accurate (Accuracvl
Conceptualfy accurate (accuraqr) is defined as exact; correct.
Operatknalfy accurate (accuracy) is defined as the correct identification o f  the parent’s
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perception o f  their child’s we%ht in relation to the child’s BMI percentile M iere:
a) the parent perceives that the chfld is overweight and the child’s percentile data places 
him/her m the overweight category
b) the parent perceives that the child is normal weight and the child’s percentile data 
places him /h er in the normal weight category
c) the parent perceives that the child is underweight and the child’s percentile data 
places him/her in the underwe%ht category
d) inaccurate category would be those that don’t  agree.
Assumptions
1. AU partkqiants will reqm nd truthfiilfy on the PPNS.
2. The weight and height measurements plotted as BMI on the CDC Growth Charts to 
obtain percentile data is an accurate measurement o f  the child’s weight. Therefore, the 
categories o f  underweight, normal we%ht o r overweight are accurate classifications for 
the child.
3. All WIC certifiers have the same base trainmg and follow WIC protocols, therefore it 
is assumed, they are collecting all the weight and height data in the same manner, and 
recording the data on the child’s chart accuratefy.
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METHODS & PROCEDURES 
Introduction
This chapter presents the design o f  the study, population and sample. 
Measurement strategies mcluding tool development, are reviewed. Human Subjects 
R%hts approval, as well as the procedure for data collection including the pilot study 
results are discussed.
This study used a descrqxtive design to examine and describe the parents' 
perception o f their preschool child's weight. A descriptive design assists in leammg 
more about parental beKefo and level o f  understanding about their child's weight (Bums 
and Grove, 1997).
Population and Sample 
The target population for this study was parents o f preschool children vho  were 
partkqiating in the WIG (Women, Infonts, &  Children) program. The accessible 
population was parents o f preschool children who obtain services from WIC Clinics in 
Las Vegas, NV. Convenience sanq>ling was used. Inclusion criteria for the study was a
41
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parent o f  a  chfld aged 2-5 years old vdio was receivmg WIC services, and willingness to 
paiticqM tteiathestiufy. I f  a  parent had more than one child in this age group then the 
researcher randomly chose one child for the parent to fill out the survey for.
The sample size was to  be a  minimum o f 200 parents based on a  power anafysis 
galciilatad usu% Statistical Pow er Anafysis (Borenstein & Cohen, 1990). Power anafysis 
for correlation procedures w ith a  small effect (0.20), two tailed a ^ h a  with a decision 
level o f  0.05 and a  power o f 0.80 showed an adequate sa n ^ k  to  be 200 partkÿants.
An 80% power level is desired to  decrease Type II errors. The sample for this study 
was obtained from 3 o f  13 WIC Clinics in Las Vegas, NV. Access to parents and 
children at these WIC clinics and data firom the chart regarding the child's weight and 
height was aiqvoved ly  Jean Toscano, R.D. and manager o f  these clinics (See Appendix 
D). Approval for access to  these clinks was obtained from Nevada State W IC , Nola 
Haynes, R D . and Dennis W hite, WIC Program Manager (See ^>pendix D).
Measurement Strategies 
The method o f measurement used in this study was the Parental Perceptions 
N utrition S u rv ^  (PPNS) (See Appendnc Q . It has primarily closed-ended, multiple 
choke questkns. The items also provided the opportunity for the parent to add other 
reqw nses in addition to  the ones provided. There were sinq)le closed-ended questkns 
such as age, educatkn, and e thnk  background. The PPNS is an expanskn o f  the tool 
devekped by Sue Myers, MSN, RN, C, PNP and Zufana Vargas, MPH, RD and used in 
their stucty (Myers and Vargas, 2(XK)). They devekped the too l based on  their study 
otgectrves. I ^ e r s  and Vargas were enq>kyees in the Arlington, V irgink, federalfy-
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funded nutritkn  program  for women, mfents and children (WIC) and Child Heahh Clinic 
where they had a  21% obesity rate in then pediatrk population. They and other staff 
members belkved that their intervention techniques with parents o f  obese children were 
not showing the outcomes they expected. They attributed this, in part, to parents who 
denkd that their child had a we%ht problem, uAether it be from cultural belkfo or 
otherwise. Therefore the tool was developed m an attem pt to understand more about 
parental beliefo and perceptions o f  childhood obesity. It was used in their study to 
obtam parental perceptions o f  obese children (greater than 95* percentile for height and 
weight) only. They performed a  pilot stutfy and made a  few changed in the delivery o f 
the survey. Staffmembers administered the questionnaffe to the parents by reading the 
question and then checkmg the reqw nse closest to vixat the parent stated or else wrote 
m the response if  it was not one on the list. Myers and Vargas (2000) did not discuss 
the level o f  measurement t h ^  obtained. They provided the questionnaire in their artkle 
and from assessing the questionnaire, it could be determined that nominal and interval 
data were obtained. No reliability or validity assessments were discussed by Myers and 
Vargas (2000).
The present study stems from Myers and Vargas (2000) and their tool provides a 
base for use in this study. Because o f  the weakness o f  the tool it has been expanded to 
mcorporate Pender's HPM. Permission has been obtamed from S. N f^yers to alter the 
survey as needed to frt the needs o f the present study (See ^^xpendix D). A similar 
target population was used in this study, therefore the language used in the tool was the 
same to allow readability and clarity for the participants. The level o f  measurement in 
the {vesent study using this too l was nominal, ordinal, and interval data. The Parental
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Perception Nutifrion Survey ^ P N S ) was assessed by graduate students, Wx) were 
completing 9 credits o f scientific mquiry course work, for readability, clarity, and 
approprkte incorporation o f  Pender’s H PM . The tool w as also assessed tty WIC 
dktkians for readability and clarity. Feedback was given for minor changes to  be made. 
The PPNS and the informed consent letter were developed in English. They were 
translated into Spanish by a  UNLV student from the English As A Second I anguage 
Department (See Appendix C). The translatfon was checked Ity a WIC staff member 
who was fluent in Spanish to  ensure accuracy o f  the translation. This was done to 
ensure that the WIC populatfon conq>leting the survey was able to understand it.
Human Subjects’ Rights 
Prior to  data coUectfon, approval from the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas 
(UNLV) Human Sufagects’ Rights Committees was sought to ensure that human rights 
were recognized and protected (^ jpend ix  D). This includes their r%ht to self- 
determinatfon, privacy, anonymity and confidentiality, frdr treatment, and protection 
from discomfort and harm (Bum s & Grove, 1997). The proposal for the present stucty 
was also a^noved by the researcher’s Thesis Committee as well as the Department o f 
Nursing’s Human Subjects’ Rights Committee to  ensure efiBcacy and validity o f  the 
proposed study.
The present stutty examined parental perceptions o f  their child’s we%ht status, 
looking specificalty at their child % ed 2-5 years old. This study targeted the parent 
although the child was indirect^ involved with the use o f  the child’s he%ht and we%ht 
data. The present study presented little risk to  the parent o r the child. The parents had
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the opportunity to  read the consent letter explaining the study. They had the 
opportunity to  decline partkqN ttkn without a ty  adverse consequences. The parent u*o  
then filled out the survey after reading the consent letter indicated their informed 
consent, for themselves and then child, to  partkqxate in the study.
Children are seen as a  group o f  persons with diminished autonony, and are more 
vulnerable. Because the children in this study are under the age o f  7 years they are not 
seen as conqxetent to provide consent to  partkq*ate in the study. Consent was obtained 
onty firom the parent who brought the child to WIC. The child’s weight and height had 
a lre a ^  been taken in their last certffîcation as a  standard part o f  the W IC’s nutritional 
assessment, therefore particq>ation in this study caused no additfonal physical 
intervention. Conq>lete confidentiality was provxied for both the parent and the child in 
this study. There was also little risk identified for the WIC agency. The findings o f  the 
study are intended to provide WIC health care staff, as well as other health care 
providers with more insight mto how parent’s perceive their child’s weight.
WIC Clinic Procedures 
Prior to data collection, the researcher qient time in each o f  the three clm ks to 
get fiuniliar with the routines o fth e  clinics and the staff The clinks **Certification 
Process” is done when clients enter into the WIC program and then they are reevaluated 
every six months until they no longer qualify for the program. This process for 
certificatkn o f children requires that their parent o r legal guardian fin ou t questknnaves 
about their dietary intake. The child’s height and weight are also taken upon entrance in 
the program and reevaluated every six months. The required forms are then  reviewed by
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either the dkticiaii o r the certifier to  ensure that the forms are completed m fiiU and to  
clarify any information provided. The certi& rs also take the child’s weight (lbs), height 
(inches) and record them on the child’s chart. The he%ht and weight data are plotted on 
the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) Growth Charts to identify if  the child 
is at risk due to their weight. All forms at WIC clinics were available in both English 
and Spanish.
Certifiers are trained mterviewers and are certified by Nevada State WIC to 
woric w ith clients and to provkie nutritfonal counseling. The certifiers have their charts 
checked monthfy Ity the dktician in the clinic and are allowed only a  20% error rate. 
They also have quarterly meetings with the dkticians to update them on their 
performance. Nevada State WIC requires yearly training sessions for all certifiers to 
maintain skills and knowledge. The certifiers are usualfy the ones to review the forms 
and do the nutritional counseling, e^œept high risk cases whkh are referred to the 
dietician.
Certifiers were observed by the researcher, taking heights and weights o f 
children to  ensure consistency and accuracy o f the measurements. The certifiers are 
required to follow WIC protocols vdien domg height and weight measurements vduch 
specifies that all children must have shoes removed and wear onfy light clothing for all 
height and w e^ht measurements. The scales used for measuring weight in pounds is the 
same in all the clnncs ^^uch are Balance Beam Scales made by Detecto Scale 
Companies. The Balance Beam Scales are calibrated every two months. The wooden 
wall-mounted measuring boards are used to  measure height in inches w ith heels to  the 
wall and the measurement taken from the top o f  the head with the child standing
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straight. The wall-mounted measuring boards are the same in all the clinics and are 
made by Shore Productions.
As part o f  a  requirement o f  W IC, parents attend a  nutritional class once within 
the six month period before they were re-certi& d. Attendance at the class is required in 
order to  receive the food vouchers. The classes are divided into groups for various 
ages: Infont I, classes for parents with children from birth to  six months; Tnfent n, 
classes for parents with children from six months to one year; and Kids Chib, for parents 
with children from one to  five years. Parents w ith more than one child in the program 
attend class according to the age o f  their youngest child, although they receive food 
vouchers for all the children in the program  after attending the class. The researcher and 
WIC staff determined that class days provided an kleal opportunity to obtam parents for 
this study without extra stress on WIC staff or interruption o f  the fost pace o f the WIC 
clmks.
Pilot Study
A pilot study was conducted at the busiest o f the three clinks to determine the 
readability and clarity o f the su rv ^  for both the English and Spanish population 
partkqiatm g in WIC. The pilot shufy was also useful to determine the most efBcknt 
way to  distribute the surveys to  parents without causing confiision o r disruptkn o f  the 
regular process at these WIC clm ks. Ten English and ten Spanish surveys were 
obtained from parents attending Kids Chib classes. A minor adjustment o f  wordmg to 
questkn #S on the PPNS was made on the Spanish survey because parents seemed to  
interpret ft as theft’ relationshqi wf/A the child rather than their relationship to the child
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Another adjustment was made on  bow the survey was distributed to  the parents so the 
parents were clear as to  which child they would fill out the survey for, if  th ty  had more 
than one child between the age o f  2-S years.
Children who were classified as overweight and therefore, high risk were then 
seen by the dietician for a  number o f one-on-one sesskns. During these one-on-one 
sessfons with the dktician, these parents were not required to also attend group classes. 
In order to  include these children in this study, the dieticians were willing to distribute 
the Informed Consent letter and the PPNS to parents in the one-on-one sessions for the 
high risk, overwe%ht child.
Data Collection
Once the pOot study was completed, actual data collection ran for the whole 
month o f  June 2001 with a  sanqile o f280 parents obtained. Each clinic had classes on a 
different day o f  the week and each class day had an F.ngKsh and a  Spanish versfon o f  
each class (ie. Infant I, Tnfent n, and Kkls Chib). Prk>r to  each class, the researcher 
revkwed the charts o f  the clients scheduled to  attend class for that day. As stated 
above, the parent would attend class according to  theft youngest chikl, but all o f  the 
femify’s charts are kept together because the parent wiU be receiving food vouchers for 
aH theft children after class. The m ^ rity  o f  the sanqile for this stutfy was obtained from 
Kkls Club classes due to the age groiqi. In addition, some parents attendft% Tnfent I  or 
n  had older children that qualified for particqiatfon in the study. I f a  child was between 
the age o f  2-5 years old and the height/weight data was taken within the past two 
months, the researcher w rote down the child’s age, height and weight from the last
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certification on the bottom  o f the second page o f  the PPNS in pencil The survey and 
consent letter were then placed in their chart. I f  there was more than one child per 
fiunify between the age o f  2-5 years old, the researcher randomly chose one child and 
placed the survey in that child’s chart. To avoid confiiskn for the parent, the child’s 
first name was written in pencil at the top o f  the page o f  the PPNS. Therefore, the 
parent would know which child to fill the survty out for. This was done due to 
discrepancies found during the pilot study where ages weren’t  matching or parents were 
listing more than one child for question #1 on the PPNS.
Once the screening process above was completed, parents were approached as 
they s%ned in at the clink to attend class. The researcher mtroduced herselL eiqilained 
that she w as conducting a stutfy at WIC. Parents were instructed to read the Informed 
Consent Letter and then fill out the PPNS for the chOd whose name was at the top o f the 
page if  they were willing to partkq>ate. The researcher notified parents that she would 
be present a t an times if  th ty  had any questions. W IC staff provked translation for the 
researcher to  parents who could not understand FngHsh. The parents usually had time 
to  read the consent letter and fiU out the survey prfor to going into the classroom for 
class o r i f  not they were able to conq>lete it after the class was over. The researcher 
collected the completed PPNS from the parents and they kept the Informed Consent 
Letter for their own inform atkn. Once collected, the PPNS was seen onfy by the 
researcher and kept in a  secure file box.
The researcher gave the dieticians the Informed Consent letter and the PPNS in 
both FngHsh and Spankh. T hty were instructed to  distribute the survey prior to doing 
aity nutritknal teaching. The dieticians took the child’s he%ht and weight duri%  each
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session with the high risk chfldien. They wrote the height and weight data on the 
bottom  o f the second page o f  the PPNS along with the child’s exact age. The dietkians 
were given the surveys on colored paper m order to distmguidi them from the others. 
The dieticians kept the completed surveys in a  secure drawer in their oflBce and the 
surveys were collected each week by the researcher. Once collected by the researcher, 
the surveys were kept in a  secure file box to ensure confidentiality.
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CHAPTERS
FINDINGS
Introduction
The chapter contains a  profik  o f  the sanq>le, discusskn o f  descrqxtive statistics 
and frequencies, as well as statistical anafysis o f  the research questkns.
Profile o f  Sample
A total o f280 WIC parents agreed to participate in this study. Five o f  the 
surveys were discarded due to mconq>lete data giving a  total o f275 usable data sets. 
Two o fth e  surveys discarded were in English and three were in Spanish. The high 
participatkn rate is most Hkefy due to the frict that the sanq>le population was easify 
accessible and the parents were already commg to the WIC clinics for their nutritional 
class. The nayority o f  parents were able to  fill out the survey while they waited for theft 
class to  begin therefore it was not an mconvenience to  them. In additfon, parents were 
more willing to participate in the study once they were assured that there were no 
further obligations after filling out the survey, and parents were interested in the study 
because they cared about theft children. Interest for particfyation w as high On one 
occasion, a  mother inqufted as to Wgr she did not get a  survey for her child. It was due 
to the feet that the child’s he%ht/weight data were too old and the m other requested his
51
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heigfatAweigfat be taken so that ^  could fill out the survey. However, there were two or 
three parents udio declined particfyatkn due to illiteracy.
Age
The mean age o f the children in the study was 39 months with ages ranging from 
19-60 months. The sample was evenly dispersed across the age range. The mean age 
was similar between ethnic groups w ith the Hispanic children having a  mean age o f  39 
months and the non-Hispanic children having a  mean age o f 37 months. The age o f  the 
adults ranged from 19-60 years, with a  mean age o f  29.21. There was no difference 
between the mean age o f  the adults by ethnic groups.
F.thnicitv
The ethnicity o f the sample was primarify Hispanic Wiich included Mexican 
American (79.2% , n=215). Twenty percent o f the sanq>le was made up o f  all the other 
ethnic grotq>s combined (non-Ifispanic) udnch included Caucasian, Afrkan American, 
bnacial, and other. O f the Hispank and Mexican American partkqxm ts, 76.3% (ur=164) 
filled out the form in Spanish and 23.7%  (r=51) filled out the form m English. In talking 
with the parents, many o f  them  were verbally bilingual, but some o fth e  younger mothers 
were more comfortable reading and writing in English because they were schooled in the 
United States.
Education o f  the parent ranged fiom  1 year to  17 years w ith the mean o f  10.27 
years. Twenty-seven percent (i^7 5 ) o f  parents had received a  12* grade educatkn 
( h ^  school), and 14.3 % (i^3 9 ) had educatkn past the twelfth grade. Comparing the 
parental educatkn level according to  the ethnicity showed some differences. The
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ICspamc groiq» had a  lower mean education level (9.85) than the non-K qw nic gcoiq>
(11.88) and onfy 24.2%  (n=52) o f  Ifiqnnics achieved a  grade 12 education versus 
38.2% (nr=21) in the non-Kqxanic groiq). Eleven percent (n=23) o f  the Ifispanic gcoiq> 
pursued fiirther education post-highschool conq*ared to 29% (n=16) in the other group.
Gender
Males were dominant in the child sample as a  ^ ^xok with 54.2% (n=149) 
compared with 45.8%  (np=126) o f  females. I t was interestn% to  note that in the IDqxank 
group males were also dominant with 55.3% (ir=l 19) and onfy 44.7% (r=96) o f 
females, but the male to female distribution in the non-Hispanic group w as nearly equal 
with slightfy more females than males (50.9%  and 49.1% , respectively).
Hiyh Risir Pm yram
In the udxole sample, 40 children (14.5% ) were being seen by the dktidan  due to 
their weight being classified as h ^  risk, but this does not mean that the other 85.5% o f  
the children involved in the study were normal weight. Some o f  the children in the high 
risk groiq> had BM I percentiles in the normal range, peA aps due to changes already 
made by the parents under the advice o f the dietician and therefore the child’s growth 
moved into the normal range. Con^>aring genders in the high risk program  found more 
males (15.3%, Ur23) than females (13.5%, n=17). There was also a  difference between 
the ethnic groups with more high risk children in the Hispanic group compared to the 
non-Hispanic group (14.9%  [r=32] vs 10.9% [nc=6]).
BMI Percentile
The BMI percentile is the most useful piece o f  data for children in determining 
Wxether theft grow th is in a  normal range for age. For this study, the BM I percentiles
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ranged from 1-100%. This is because the CDC grow th charts onfy have g r^ h ed  lines 
from  the 5* percentile to the 95* percentile. Therefore, the researcher placed mdividuals 
below the 5* percentile together at the lowest possible percentile (1%) and individuals 
above the 95* percentile were grouped together at the highest possible percentile 
(100%). This was done smce it was difficult to  accuratefy estimate a  percentile below 
the 5* or above the 95* udien there was no g r^ h ed  line to  follow.
The mean BMI percentile for the to tal sample was 57.2 with 10.6% (npC9) o f  
children having a  BMI greater than the 95* percentile. Table 1 (See Appendix A) shows 
the conqtarisons o f  mean BMI percentiles, as well as comparisons o f  the number o f 
children whose BMI percentile was above the 95* percentile and below the 5* percentile 
looking ^pecificalfy at gender and ethnicity.
General Overview n f  Stati^rir<t 
For the entire sanq>le, ft was most often the mothers ud»  filled out the survey 
(86.9% , 0=239), compared to  fethers (8%, o=22), grandmothers (0.4% , tr= l), and foster 
parents (0.4%, o = l). Interestingfy, when genders were compared, frithers filled out the 
survey for their sons more often (9.4%, nr=14) than for their daughters (6.3% , n=8).
In evaluating parents perception o f  their child’s weight as well as their own 
we%ht some differences were noted. Overall, 10.5% (n=29) o f parents thought their 
child was underweight, 80.4% (n=221) o f parents thought their child had a  normal 
weight, and 6.2%  (m=17) o f  parents thought their child was overweight. Table 2 (See 
^rpendix  A) denaonstrates the differences between patents perception o f  theft  ^child’s 
weight according to ethnicity and gender. Very few parents perceived themselves to be 
underwe%ht (5.5% , n=15) w ith the m ^ rity  perceivnig themselves to  be normal weight
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(47.3%, 11=130) followed closefy by overwefyfit (42.S)%, n ^ l 18). The ethnic differences 
were primarify in the normal weight and overweight categories vdxere 49.3%  (n r  106) o f 
the Hispanic parents thought they were normal weight and 38.2%  (n=21) o fth e  parents 
in the non-Hispanic group thought that they were normal weight. A smaller percentage 
o f  parents (40.9% , np88) in the K spank  group thought they were overweight conqiared 
to 52.7% (n=29) parents in the non-K qianic group.
Overall most parents stated that their child ate fest foods one time per week 
(52.7%) and 16.4% o f  parents stated that their child never ate fest foods. The parent 
grotq> was similar with 48%  o f  parents stating that they onfy ate fost foods one tune per 
week and 19.6% o f parents stating they never ate fost foods. Eating fost foods five 
times per week was identified as the highest number o f  times identified for both the child 
and parent (0.7%  for the children and 1.8% for the parents, respectivefy). Table 3 (See 
Appendix A) shows the differences in the number o f  times per week that the child and 
parent ate fost foods according to ethnicity.
There was some interesting differences between ethnic groups noted in the 
parental responses for the questions regarding health professionals, fomily and friends 
comments regarding their child’s we%hL Table 4 (See ^ ip end ix  A) shows the most 
dramatic difference in the Ifiq iank parents klentifying that fiunify and fiiends more often 
feel that their children are underweight rather than overweight. The comments by the 
Ifi^tanic fomify and friends have values that are three times higher congiared to 
comments o f  fomify and frfends in the lun-Hiqiam c group in the underweight category. 
It can be noted in Table 1 that the BMI data showed the opposite to be true. It is also 
interesting to  note the deference in the comments made by nurse/doctor m Table 4. In
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the overweight category, the non-K qianic group have over double the percent o f 
comments ly  a nurse o r doctor conqxared to  the Hkpanic group (18.2%  vs 8.4%).
Parents were asked the question, "W hat problems do you think an overweight 
child might have?”. W hen compared hy ethnicity, the responses were similar as shown 
in Table 5 (^>pendix A). Parents were also given the ORwrtunity to  describe other 
problems that were not listed. Although there were very few comments, a  summary o f 
the responses are as follows: no problems (23% , n=6), breathing problems (1.6% , n=4), 
diabetes (0.8%, n=2), self-esteem problems (1.2%, n=3), depression (0.4% , n = l), hatred 
towards mother (0.4% , n = l), and difBculty fitting into/bitymg clothes (0.8% , r=2).
A comparison o f  gender and ethnicity was done to  examme parental responses 
for measures initiated by parents to  control their child’s weight as well as parents 
identi&ation o f what made it d ifk u k  to control what their child ate (see Table 6 and 7, 
respectivefy, ^xpendix A). Parents were given the opportunity again to describe other 
re^wnses besides the ones listed for these two questions. The majority o f comments in 
response to the question o f  "W hat have you tried to control your child’s weight?” dealt 
mainfy with proper nutritm n (2.8% , vf^T) and activity o f  their chOd (2.0%, 1^5), as well 
monitoring the amount o f  food that the chOd eats (0.8% , ir=2). The comments in 
response to the question "W hat has made it difBcuh to  control what your chOd eats?” 
are diverse inctudmg not giving mto the chOd’s every want (13% , n=3), everyone m the 
house is overweight (0.4% , n = l). Grandma and Grandpa spoO the chOd (0.4% , cF l), the 
chOd fikes sweets (0.4% , n = l), and chOd is in d ^ ca re  (0.4% , n = l).
The final question on the PPNS asked parents how  they fok about their chOd’s 
we%hL No parent identified theft child as overweight, and onfy one parent (0.4% ) in
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the overall sample identi& d their chfld as very overweight Parents were able to add 
comments other than the ones listed. It was interesting to note that the all comments 
from the Hiqxmic group were parents stating that they felt their child was underweight 
(3.4% , n=7) and the only two parental comments from the non-Kspam c group were 
regarding a need fi>r more fixxl through frx)d stamps (1.8%) and child’s weight wiU be 
fine (1.8%). Table 8 (^xpendix A) summarizes the parents responses which are 
conqxared tty ethnicity.
Research Question Anafysis 
Each research question is discussed in regards to the statistical test performed 
and the results. Research question # 1,2 , 5 ,6 , 7, and 8 were anafyzed usmg a  Chi- 
square. Significance was otxtained with txoth the Pearson’s Chi-square and Cramer’s V, 
txut Pearson’s Chi-square is trufy a  ranking score and tiiis type o f  data would violate the 
test. The assumptions are better met for the Cramer’s V and therefore it is the statistic 
that win be reported.
1. What is the relationship between the parental perceptkxn o fth e  child’s weight on 
question #7 on the PPNS and the BMI percentile o f the child?
A significant relatkxnshÿ was found with Cramer’s V= 0327 , p ^  0.000 (n=^67) 
between the parental perception o f  the child’s weight and the BMI percentile o f  the 
child. This implks that most parents perceived their child’s weight accuratefy (ie. 
underweight when they were underweight, normal weight when they were normal 
weight, and overw e% htuA enthtyw ere overwe%ht accordmg the BMI percentile). 
Conqxarisons o fth e  ethnic grotqxs had similar results. The Hispanic grotqx (n=207) had
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a  Cramer’s V =0384, p=0.000 and contamed one outlier \riiere the parent perceived the 
child to be underweight when the child was actually overweight. The non-Hispanic 
groiq) (if=55) had a  Cramer’s V=0.561, p=0.000 with very few outliers. No parent, in 
either grotqx, perceived their child to  be overweight udien they were actually 
underwe%hL The findings support an accurate relatk>nshq> between the parent’s 
perceptkxn o f  their child’s weight and the child’s calculated BMI.
2. What is the relationshqx between the ethnk background identified on the PPNS and 
the accuracy o fthe parental perceptkn o fth e  child’s we%ht on questkn  #7 on the 
PPNS?
The accuracy o f  parental perceptkn was broken down to 3 levels; i) the parent 
perceives the child’s weight accuratefy, ii) the parent perceives the child’s weight as 
greater than the child’s actual BMI percentile, and iiQ the parent perceives the child’s 
weight as less than the child’s actual BMI percentile. The ethnk groups were divided 
into two groups with K spanks (n=207) and nonrlfiqxanks (n=55). M ost parents 
perceived their child’s we%ht accuratefy QCspank groups 75.8% and non-Ifiqxank 
grotqx= 86.3%), but m ore BBspank parents perceived their child’s weight to  be less than 
the child’s actual BMI percentile (17.4% ) compared to nonrHiq;*ank parents (73% ). 
Parents in the non-H ^xank grotqx more often perceived theft child’s weight to be 
greater than theft actual BMI percentile (9.1% ) conqxared to  parents in the I ^ x a n k  
grotqx (6.8%). Table 9 (^xpendix I) shows a  breakdown o f  percentages o f  the accurate, 
and inaccurate perceptk ns o fth e  parents accordn^ to ethnicity. Deqxite the percentage 
data above, statistical significance w as not found between the ethnicity and the accurate
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parental perception o fth e  child’s  weight using Chi-square Crosstabs calculations 
(Cramer’s V=0.117, p=0.167).
3. What is the relationship between the number o f  times the child eats fost foods and the 
BMI percentile o fthe  child?
Some indivkfaials identified that their child onfy ate fost foods once o r twice a 
month, therefore all individuals ^^x> ate fost foods one tune or less per week were 
groiqxed together as once per week. Therefore the range for children eating fost food 
was zero to five times per week (See Table 3, Appendix A). A significant relatfonshfy 
was not found between the number o f  a  tnnes a  child ate fost fixods and the BMI 
percentile o f  the child using a  One-way ANOVA (F=0.127, p=0.881). Conqxarison o f 
ethnicity had no bearing on the significance in this relationship. The H ispank group had 
a  result o f F=0.080, p=0.923 and the non-Hispank group had a result o f  F=0.698, 
p=0.502 using a  One-way ANOVA. S%nificance was not obtained when the age o f the 
child was adjusted to kxok at onfy children three years o f  age and okler (F=0.372, 
p=0.690) since th ty  would be more likefy to  have a fost food diet than an infent o r a 
very young child.
4. What is the relatknshqx between the number o f  times the parent eats fiist foods and 
the parent’s perceptkn o f  their own weight?
Individuals in the parent sample were grouped the same as the children HisensseH 
above. No significant relatknshqx was found between the number o f  times that a  parent 
ate fost fixods and the perce p tk n  o f  their own weight being underweight, normal weight
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and overw e^ht (F=1.042, p=0354). Conqxarison o f  ethnicity for this relationship had 
no bearing on the significance obtained. The IDspanic grotqx had a  resuk o f F=l .610, 
p=0303 and the non-Hispanic groiqx had a  resuk o f  F=0.690, p=0.056.
5. What demographic data (age o f  the parent and educatkn) are related to  accurate 
parental percep tk n  o fth e  child’s weight?
The accuracy o f parental perceptkn was broken down to 3 levels; i) the parent 
perceives the child’s weight accuratefy, iO the parent perceives the child’s weight as 
greater than the child’s actual BMI percentile, and iii) the parent perceives the child’s 
we%ht as less than the child’s actual BMI percentile. The ages o f  the parents ranged 
from 19 to 48 years with the one outlier with an % e o f  60 years who was exœhided from 
this test. The age o f the parent had no signffîcance in re la tk n  to the acctiracy o f  the 
parental perceptkn o f the child’s weight (Cramer’s V =0.130, p=0.064). Educatkn 
levels were grouped with those who had less than 8* grade, 8 - llth  grade, 12* grade, 
and greater than 12* grade to determine if  the parental educatkn had any relatknshqx to 
the accuracy o f  the pareik’s perceptk n o f the child’s weight. No significance was 
obtained wkh Cramer’s V=0.123, p=0302. Table 9 (See Appendix A) shows a 
breakdown o f  percentages o f the accurate, and inaccurate perceptkns o fth e  parents 
accordmg to educatkn and age.
6. What is the relatknshqx between the comment o f  a health professknal as reflected by 
questkn #11 on the PPNS and the parental perceptkn o fth e  child’s weight?
Significance  was found between the comment o fa  health profi»sknal and the
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parents perception o f the child’s weight, Cramer’s V=0.457, p=0.000 (if338). There 
were few outliers w ith onfy one parent perceiving their child as underwe%ht u in k  the 
health professional perceived the chfld to  be overweight. Significance was maintained 
x^ienthis rebtfonship was analyzed according to ethnkity. Both groups had few 
outliers, but the Hiqxank group (ir=182) had the one parent who perceived that the 
child was underweight vixen the health professional perceived the chfld as overweight. 
Cramer’s V=0.445, p=0.000 for the ICspank groiqx, and Cramer’s V=0.4S7, p=0.000 
for the non-K spank grotqx (n=52) w hkh were very snnilar.
7. What is the relatknsU p between the comments o f  relatives as reflected by questkn 
#12 on the PPNS and parental perceptkn o f  the child’s weight?
Cramer’s V=0.540, p=0.000 showed significance between the comments o f 
relatives and the parental perceptkn o f  the child’s weight (n=313). There were few 
outliers and no parent perceived their child to be overweight and when fiunify members 
perceived them  to be underweight o r v k e  versa. There was very Ik tk  difference 
between the findings by ethnk group. The Ifiqxank groiqx showed significance with 
Cramer’s V=0.546, p=0.000 (i^ l7 1 ) and the notxrlfispaok group showed significance 
with Cramer’s V=0.583, p=0.000 (m=38).
8. What is the relatknshqx between the comments o f  friends as reflected by questkn #13 
on the PPNS and the parental perceptkn o fth e  child’s weight?
A significant rehtknshq) was found between the comments o f  friends and the 
parental perceptk n  o f  the child’s weight, Cramer’s V=0.499, p=0.000 (n=210). There
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were veiy few outliers and no parent perceived their child to be overweight vAxen friends 
perceived them to be underweight and vice versa. When ethnic groups were compared, 
friends and parents in the K spanic group (m=167) m ote often perceived the child as 
underweight o r normal weight than the friends and parents in the non-Hispanic group 
(r=39) who perceived the child more often as normal weight or overweight, although 
both groups mamtained statistical signi& ance (Cramer’s V=0.530, p=0.000 and 
Cramer’s V=0.332, p=0.000, reqiectivefy).
Reliability and VaM ity 
The PPNS was developed fr>r this stwfy ntfliring questions from the tool used in 
Myer and Vargas (2000). Reliability and validity o f  the tool used in Myers and Vargas 
(2000) was not identified. This study w as not testing the tool, but anafysis was done to  
identify how well the tool worked for this sample. Factor analysis was run for the 
questions taken from Myers and Vargas’ tool (2000) due to sufBcient number o f 
participants. Overall the items loaded on  the exqaected fector. Factor 1 loaded in 
relation to question #15 on the PPNS vdnch was related to measures by parents to 
control their child’s weight (E%envalue=3.714). Factor 2 loaded in relatkn  to  q u estk n  
#14 on the PPNS vdikh was related to  problems an overweight child may have 
(Eigenvahie=2.474) and frKtor 3 kaded in re la tk n  to questkn #16 on the PPNS w hkh 
was related to problems parents bad in controlling what their child ate 
(Eigenvalue=l 368). Overall the reHaWlity for these items is k w  (Cronbach’s Alph*=
0.6110) w hkh could be due to yes/no answer for these muhqxle items as well as the tw o 
languages used for this stucfy. Some variatkn  in the Cronbach’s Afyha was noted vixen
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the language o f  the survey was selected with the FngKsh survey having a  lower score 
(03580) compared to the Spanish survey (0.6397). This may be related to  some o f the 
partkqxants whose first language is not English. Reliability was improved for other 
items in the PPNS that measured the perceptkns o fth e  parent for questkn # 7 ,8 ,1 1 ,
12,13 w ith Cronbach’s Afyht^ 0.7764 lo w in g  that the parent’s were answermg the 
questkns consistently.
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CHAPTERS
DISCUSSION
Introduction
This chapter contains the discussion o f  major findings accordmg to the 
descrqxtive statistics and the findings o f the research questions related to Pender’s HPM. 
I .imitations o f the stucfy are HismsseH as well as nursing implications and 
recommendations for further research. A  summary o f  the research study is also 
presented.
Presentatkxn o f  M ajor Findings 
The descrqxtive statistics and frequency data provided some mteresting findings. 
The sample population consftted mainly o f frunilies from a  Ifispanic background.
Census data 2000 shows that the population o f  Clark County has a  22% ICspamc/Latmo 
population, 603%  Caucasian population, and 8.8% African Amerkan/Black populatfon 
(U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 Redistricting Data). Annual data received from the 
WIC manager, broken down tty ethnfoity for the three WIC clinics used, shows the 
nuyority o f  WIC clients to  be o f  Hiqxamc background (73%), followed by Caucasian 
(14% ), black (11% ), Amerfoan Indian/Alaskan Native (1%), Asian/Pacific Islander
64
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(1% ), and South East Asian (1%). T hesedataareconsistent with the ethnic variation 
o f  particqxants obtained for this study.
The overall sanqxle o f  children (uF 275) had an obesity rate o f  10.6% which 
means these children had a  BMI percentile greater than the 95* percentile. The target 
goal for Healthy People 2010 is to reduce the number o f obese children (aged 6-11 
years) to 5% (U.S. Department o f Health and Human Services, 2000). Even thot%h the 
children in this study were onfy 2-5 years old, this is still a  concern as the percentage for 
this sanqxle is double the Healthy People 2010 goal Several studks done with younger 
children show the effects o f  obesity can start a t age five or youi%er (Birch & Fisher, 
2(KX), Krahnstoever & Lqxps, 2(X)1, Stice, et aL, 1999, Strauss & Knight, 1999, & 
Whittaker, et aL, 1997).
It is interesting to  note that the Ifispank culture appears to perceive that their 
children are underweight o r not obese more often than the other cultures m this study. 
This cultural belief was d isp l^ed  several times with the data from the PPNS. Table 1 
demonstrated that 113%  o f Ifispank children had a BMI >95* percentile and onfy 6% 
had a BMI <5* percentile, but Table 2 shows that onfy 5.6% o f  lEspanic parents 
perceived their child to  be overweight while 11.6% oflE spank  parents perceived their 
chOd to  be underweight (See ^xpendix A). Table 4 also shows that fiunify and friends, 
vdxo are most likefy also K spanic, perceive the children to be underweight (163%  for 
both fiunify and firfends) more often than overweight (5.1% o f  fiunify and 43%  o f 
friends). Comments from  question #17 on the PPNS regarding how Ifiqxanic parents 
feel about their child’s weight were primarify fixcused on their child being underweight. 
The researcher believes that evidence provided here could be related to  findings in
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Baughcum, Buddow, Decks, Powers and W hitaker (1998) udiete mothers believed that 
it was better to  have a  heavier child because it was the best maricer o f the child’s health 
and successfiil parenting.
In relation to Pender’s HPM, the personal socmcukural Actor o f  ethnicity did 
show a difference in how  parents perceived thev child’s weight, but gender, ^Airfeh is a 
personal bk>k>gœ Actor, was not related to  how parents perceived their child’s weight 
(See Table 2, Appmidix A) (Pender, 1996). The lack o f significance m relatk>n to age 
may be due to the young age o f  the children in this study. The data in Table 4 provides 
support for Pender’s HPM  variables o f interpersonal inAiences which states that 
mdivWuals are affected by the behavfors, belieA, and attitudes o f  others such as Am i^, 
peers, or health care professionals, and some cultures place more emphasis on 
interpersonal influences than others (Pender, 1996). Family and friends in the Hispanic 
group consistently perceived the child as being underweight more often than overweight 
compared to AmSy and friends in the non-Hispanic group where the opposite was 
noted. It appears that the data from the family and friends in the Hispanic culture are 
more consistent and peihaps Hispanic parents in this study place more emphasis on the 
opinions o f  their A m i^ and frfonds than the opinion o f health professfonals. There is a  
large difference in the percent o f  comments by a nurse o r doctor regarding the child 
being overweight (8.4%  for the IBspamc groiq>, 18.2% for the non^^ISqKmic gtoiqi).
The difference in the data could be biased because all o f these ratings are coming from 
the parent and not the health professionaL
Some comparisons o f  these results can be made w ith the results o f Myers and 
Vargas (2000). Nfyers and Vargas (2000) had a Hiq*anic population o f  95% and this
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study had a sm nlar^ high population ofK q*anics (80.2% ). Nearfy  ^78% o f  parents in 
h ^ e rs  and Vargas (2000) answered that an overweight child have heart problems
when older conqxired to  69.8% o f parents in this study. Over^xehning differences were 
noted in the belkA o f  the parents regarding an overweight child between the two 
studies. Eleven percent o f  parents belfeved that a  child may have difBculty playing and 
getting enough exercise in Myers and Vargas (2000) compared with 60% m this 
research stucfy, 2.7% o f  parents in Myers and Vargas (2000) belfeved that an obese child 
may not feel good about themselves conqxared to  54.5>% m this research study, and 
1.1% o f  parents in Myers and Vargas (2000) reqxonded an obese child may have 
dif& uky making friends in school conqxared to 32.4% o f  parents in this research study. 
The differences could be due to unproved o r increasmg education to parents regarding 
the effects o f  obesity in children.
Thirty-seven percent o f  parents in Myers and Vargas (2000) stated that they had 
done nothing to control their child’s weight, and 48% stated that they tried to  give their 
child fewer snacks that were high in fet and sugar compared to parents in this research 
stutfy Wxere 69% o f parents stated that t b ^  had done rxothn% to  control the child’s 
weight because he/she was not overweight, and onfy 18.9% o f  parents tried to give 
fewer snacks that were high in fet and sugar. Only S% o f  parents in Myers and Vargas 
(2000) stated that they would mcrease the child’s activity m order to control their child’s 
weight conqxared to 19.6% o f  parents in this study. Lastty, Myers and Vargas (2000) 
found that 53% o f parents stated that they had no difBculty controlling x^iat the child 
ate versus 77% o f  parents in this stutfy. Thirty percent o f  parents in Myers and Vargas 
(2000) stated then child would cry if  not given what they wanted compared to 12% o f
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parents in this study. There could be multqxle reasons for the variations in these results. 
WIC staf^ in Myers and Vargas (2000), read the survey questfons to  the parentss and 
marked down their answers whereas parents in this study conqxieted the survey 
independent^ with the choke o f  either an English or Spanish survey. They could be due 
to  different belfefe in a  different part o f  the country. Another foctor for consideration is 
Myers and Vargas (2000) sanqxled parents o f  children % ed 2-5 years old who were 
greater than the 95* percentile for height and weight conqxared to this study \riiere no 
group was targeted and all parents with a  child between the age o f 2-5 years were able 
to particqxate.
Discussion o f  Research Question Analvsis 
The significant relationship between the parental perception o f the child’s weight 
and the child’s BMI percentile in research question #1 shows that parents are, for the 
most part, perceiving their child’s weight accurate^. In relatxxn to Pender’s HPM, this 
question was measuring the perceived health status o f the child by the parent (Pender, 
1996). Although most parents are perceiving their child’s weight accurately and 
therefore likely perceive that their child is healthy, the parents who are not perceiving 
their child’s weight accurate^ are the ones to  be concerned about Eleven percent o f 
lEspanic children and 9.1%  o f  children in the non-Hispanic group are overweight 
according to their BMI percentile and as discussed prevfousfy, the goal o f Healthy 
People 2010 is to bring that number down to  5% (U.S. Department o f Health and 
Human Services, 2000). This stucfy did not explore fem ifyhi^oty for the presence o f 
chronic illnesses such as hypertenskxn, diabetes and coronary artery disease which are 
stro i^ty  linked to obesity to see if  these fectors would bave an effect on how the parent
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perceived the chOd’s weight (the perceived health status) as was done in Young-Hyman, 
e t aL (2000).
Table 3 shows that more K spanic parents perceive them child to  be underweight 
(11.6% ) rather than overweight (5.6% ) compared to parents m the non-Kspanfe group 
tniio perceive their child to be overwe%ht more often (9.1% ) than underweight (7.3%) 
(See Appendix A). Regardless o f  these percentages, research question #2 identified no 
significant relationship between ethnic background and the accuracy o f the parental 
perceptkxn o f the child’s weight. Research question #2 examines two variables o f 
Pender’s HPM mduding sociocultural fector o f  ethnmity w hkh is unalterable and 
pychological Actor o f perceived health status (Pender, 1996). The latter variable may 
be altered, but is often mfiuenced by interpersonal Actors like fiunily and peers vdxfeh 
was discussed prevkxusty.
The young age o f the children hxvotved in this study may be one o f  the reasons 
that there was no significant relatkxnship ftxund between the number o f times the child 
ate fiist fixods and the BMI percentile o f  the child m research question #3. No 
significance was found in the relatkxnshqx between the number o f  times the parent ate 
fixst fixods and their perception o f  their ow n we%ht for research question #4. The 
number o f  times that parents identifed that their child and themselves ate ftist food per 
week was lower than the researcher had exqxected (See Table 3, Appendix A). The 
relative^ kxw cost and convenknce o f  A st fixod sqxpeals to  Amerkan so c k ^ . The 
researcher has to  assume that the parents answered the questions truthfully, but parents 
may not have included other Ast food sources like quick meals or Ast foods that can be 
purchased at a grocery store, o r fiist fixod from street fixod vendors. The question was
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worded with o n ^  commercial fast food restaurants listed. A  discussion with a  manager 
o f  a  grocery store, w hkh serves WIC clients, states he has often witnessed W IC clients 
purchasing the food fiom  the vouchers and then purchasing many “junk-food” items 
with their own money.
Research questions #3 and #4 were measuring the concept o f  prior related 
behaviors from Pender’s HPM w hkh predkts that past behaviors have an effect on 
current attem pts at health promoting behaviors due to habit formation (Pender, 1996). 
The lack o f  significance found with these research questions does not provide support 
for this concept in this sample. The fast pace o f  Am erkan society w hkh consumes a 
large amount o f  fast food suggests a  relationship would exist with the weight o f  the child 
and the perceived o f  weight o f  the parent. Perhaps this group does consume less fast 
food due to their lower income status and their need for WIC services because o f  that 
fact.
Research question #5 examined the relationship between the demographic data 
(age o f  the parent and the education) and the accurate perception o f  the child’s weight. 
The range o f  the parents’ ages were not unexpected (19- 48 years, mean age= 29 years) 
with only one outlier at 60 years o f  age. This outlier was a  grandmother who brought 
the child to the WIC cHnk. The lack o f  significance is a  good indkatkn  that parents are 
aware o f  their child’s weight. A younger and perhaps a less mature group o f  parents 
may not have had the same results. This awareness may be due to teaching done by 
WIC staff, other health professionals educating parents o r media exposure regarding the 
need for children to  be a t a  healthy weighL
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The education level o f  the parent also had no significance to the accuraqr o f  the 
parental perception ofthechikT s w eight The level o f  education o f  this sample had a 
mean o f  10 years and 27.3% received grade 12 educatkxn which is comparable to the 
national average. The U.S Census Bureau data regarding the education level o f 
individuals in the United States older than age 25 years shows that 6.9% have an 
educatkxn <9* grade, 11.5% have an education 9*- 12* grade, and 29.5% have a 
highschool equivalency (U.S. Census Bureau American Fact Finder (online), 2000). 
Although the overall sample had an education level comparable to the national average, 
the Hiqxanic group was shown to  have a lower mean level o f  education (9.85 years) 
compared to  the non-Hispanic group (11.88 years) with fewer parents in the Hbpanic 
group finishing 12* grade (24.2% vs 38.2%) or seeking higher education (11% vs 29%). 
Baughcum, Chamberlin, Deeks, Powers, and Whitaker (2000) examined maternal 
perceptions o f overweight preschool children (n=99) and found that low maternal 
education was the onfy factor assocfated with a  failure to  accurate^ perceive the child as 
overweight.
Age and education are considered personal factors in Pender’s HPM which may 
influence behavfors and assist in predicting heahh-promoting practkes (Pender, 1996).
A  personal factor, such as age, cannot be altered and is seldom incorporated into heahb- 
behavior change interventions, but education is a  factor that could be very sigmficant in 
heahh-behavior changes that health professionals may suggest (Pender, 1996). The 
educatfon level o f  the parents m this sanqxle may attest for the lack o f  significance in this 
relationship because parents may be more aware and educated about the need for their 
child to  be at a  healthy we%hL
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Research questions # 6 ,7 , and 8 look at the relationshy between comments from 
health professionals, and friends and the parental perceptkxn o f their chDd’s
weighL Significance was found with all three questions even when conqxarisons were 
made according to  ethnicity. It must be kept in mind that the conclusions for these 
results o f the perceptions for conqxarison came from the parent and not a  health 
professional, femify member o r frfend, therefore they may be biased. The signi&ance 
inqxlfes that the parents perceive the child’s weight similar to  how health professfonals, 
femify and friends perceive the child’s weighL This is exqxected with fiunify and frknds 
due to  interpersonal mfluences and cultural beKefe where these indivkluals %rixo are close 
to  the parent would hkety have shnHar ideals and beliefe (Pender, 1996). Pender (1996) 
states that health professionals can be mfluential in guiding parents m regards to the 
exqxected social norms o f  how to raise their children to be heakly and follow health 
promoting behaviors.
P e n d e r’s  H«»altli Promotion Model Fhidinys 
Pender’s HPM has additional concepts that were measured m this study. These 
concepts hxchide activity-related affecL situational influences, and immediate competing 
demands and preferences (Pender, 199Q. Activity-related affect is a  concept dealing 
with the subjective feelings that an individual has prior to , during, or following a  health 
promoting behavior. This feeling is also described as a  gut-level response (Pender, 
1996). This concept was measured by aslcmg parents how they felt about their child’s 
weight in hopes to determine the emotional state o f  parents. Parents exqxerience many 
dilemmas regarding the weight o f  then children as discussed in the Newsweek article by 
B ^ lq r  (2000). The current stutfy was conducted withm WIC clinks vriiose job is to
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provide mitritioiial teaching and where clients should feel comfortaUe in «(pressing then 
concerns about their child’s we%hL The imyorhy o f  parents felt that their child’s weight 
was fine (84.7%, UFC33) W nch is exqxected because a  mtyorhy o f the children had a  
BMI in the normal range fer age, but very few parents chose other optkxns that w ere 
available to  them such as they feel that their child is a  little overweight (6.5% , n=18), 
they feel that their child is very overweight (0.4% , n = l), they feel helpless about their 
child’s weight (0.7%, n=a), o r they want then child to  lose weight (1.8%, n=5). These 
data are important for health professionals to consider because perhaps these parents 
who have an overweight child are in denial They ignore that gut level response to  do 
somethmg about their child’s weight because they don’t  want their child to feel that the 
people they trust and love have turned against them  similar to exqxeriences shared in 
Begley (2000).
Situational influences in the HPM are described as direct and indirect influences 
on health promotnxg behavior o r as an environment fuU o f cues to  action (1996). This 
concept was measured by asking parents "wdxat problems do you think an overweight 
child might have?” with several options to  chose fixxm. Parents seemed to be aware o f 
the risks that m*y be present for an overweight child because 69.8%  o f  parents felt an 
overweight child may have heart problems when older, 60% felt an overweight child 
m ^  have difBculty ph^ing and getting enough excercise, and 54.9% o f parents believe 
that an overweight child may not feel good about themselves. Therefore these parents 
seem to  be aware o f the cues in society and in the media i&here health care professionals 
are tryh% to educate parents about r s k  factors o f  obesity. Onfy 32.4% felt that an
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overweight dxüd may have difOcul^ making friends at school vdnch may be due to  the 
young age o f the chddten in this stucfy^  and the parents are not concerned about that yet.
The concept o f  immediate conqxeting preferences in Pender’s HPM  was 
measured by asking parents vriiat they have done to control their child’s we%ht (Pender, 
1996). Most parents responded that they took no measures to control the child’s weight 
because he/she was not overweight (69.1%) and there was a kxw response rate for the 
other options available. Onfy^  18.9% o f  parents would give fewer snacks that are h%h in 
fet/sugar, 22.9% o f  parents would limit the amount o f fast food, 22.5% o f  parents would 
Innit the amount o f  soda and h%h sugar drinks, and onfy 19.6% o f parents would 
increase their child’s activity. It may be easier for parents to say they do nothing 
because then chfld is not overweight rather than inqxkmenting some o f the other 
measures that may cause confrontation or disagreements between the parent and the 
chfld. Pender states that ability to perform health promoting behaviors depends on an 
mdivkluals will power or the power to overcome pressure from your peers, o r your 
children in thk case, m order to  be successful (1996). The answers for this question 
could also be analyzed in another light. The parents were also given the option to write 
in comments for this question. All o f  the comments dealt wkh providing thefr chfld with 
good nutrition (2.8%) and the exercise and activities that they do with their chfld 
(2.5% ). Because o f  these comments, it makes the researcher belfeve that perhaps many 
o f  the parents checked o ff the & st optkxn and didn’t  read the other optkxns available. 
Therefore the data for this question m ty be biased.
Pender states that individuals have little control over immediate competing 
dgmands which may prevent an individuals ability to perform a  health promoting
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behavior (1996). The data from  this study does not siqxport this concept because 77.1% 
ofparents felt they had no difBcuhies controlling i^ ia t their chfld ate. Very few parents 
had their chfld cared for by a  babysitter o r daycare (2.9% ), had other household 
members feed their child without thenr knowledge (5.1% ), or their child would cry if  
they weren’t given v/bat they wanted (11.6% ). These results were also considered in 
conjunction with the data regarding measures parents have taken to  control the child’s 
we%hL I f  a parent does not take any measures to control the child’s we%ht because 
they don’t  think the child is overwe%ht, then the parent will not likety recognize aay 
problems controlling vriiat the child eats as indicated in this study.
Lhmtatfons
Convenknce sampling was used for this study w hkh is a  lim itatkn because the 
results o f this study cannot be generalized to all children aged 2-5 years old. The sanqxle 
was obtained from one area o f  the country. Las Vegas, Nevada WIC clinks, and limits 
generalization to  other parts o f  the country.
The researcher did not have direct control over the measurement o f  the heights 
and weights o f  the children so it must be assnnwi that WIC protocols were followed at 
an tim es and that the he^hts and weights were correct. Another possible Im itation 
exists using clknts at WIC. It cannot be guaranteed that they did not have nutritional 
teaching at their prior visits to WIC x^ikh may have based their answers on the PPNS.
The WIC staff also noted that the Hispank population may not recognize that 
eatmg at the buses o r carts that are often out on  the street to seU M mckan’’fest fixod” 
should be included in question# 9 &  10 on th e  PPNS. The questions onfy  ^listed
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commercial brands such as McDonald’s, Burger Kmg, Taco BeU, etc. and the 
participants in the study may not have included the independent street vendors as fast 
food sources.
The PPNS was developed by the researcher and had not been used in any other 
previous study except for the five questions within the PPNS that were taken fiom 
Myers & Vargas (2000). The tool used in Myers & Vargas (2000) also had no 
reliability and validity. This could be a limitation in this study because the tool was not 
tested on any other population to  determine it’s reliability and validity.
Nursing Implications
This research study has assisted in learning more about the cultural beliefe o f the 
Hispanic population regarding the perceptions o f  their child’s weight which should help 
nurses and other health professionals. In light o f the growing numbers o f obese children 
and the increasing population o f persons o f  Hispanic origin in the United States, health 
professionals need to educate families  regarding the risks o f  obesity and modify their 
interventions in relation to the cultural beliefa o f the parent and child.
The parental responses regarding measures to  control child’s weight shows that 
health professionals must continue to  do more teaching in the community regarding 
proper nutrition, including limiting the amount o f  high fat/sugar snack foods, and 
assuring sufficient exercise to maintain a  chfld’s health. These measures should be 
undertaken for all children to maintain their health, not only for overweight children. 
Although parents did not indicate that there was a  high number o f  fast foods eaten (ie. 
McDonald’s, Burger King, etc), parents also need to  be continually educated about “fast
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food” products that can be bought m the grocery store, fiom  vending machines, o r on 
the street that are also high in fat and calorks. It is also inqxortant for health 
professionals to  have information available regarding preparation o f  ethnic fixods, but 
control the amount o f  calories, salt, and fat so that families can continue to enjoy their 
ethnk foods.
Nurse practitioners are increasingly becoming prnnary care providers and are 
mvolved m {xoviding education to families about healthy eating habits and activity levels 
for children as they grow in order to maintain a  healthy growth pattern. It is inqxortant 
that nurse practitioners, as primary care providers, screen for obesity m young children 
as a  standard o f  practke. Studies have shown that primary care providers in the past 
have done a  poor job o f screenmg for obesity (Nader, e t aL, 1987, Francis, 1999). The 
findings fiom  this Study need to  be considered by nurse practitioners and other health 
professionals in fixcusii% on health promotion and preventative care in their practke.
Recommendations for Further Research 
Recommendations for further research derived fiom  this study are as follows:
1. A  replication o f this study is recommended with another group o f  children % ed 2-5 
years old, periuqxs in a  different geognqxbkal area o r with a  different socioeconomic 
group to conqxare finding that may be more generalized to the population as a vdiole.
2. It would be uieaL if  using WIC clknts again, to use onfy WIC clients that are newfy 
entered into the program to decrease the amount ofW as that may have been present due 
to previous nutritional teaching.
3. I f  the PPNS was to be used for another study, the researcher would recommend
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invertii^ the choices for questkxns #15 ,16 , and 17 as means o f  checking that the parents 
wfao are filling out the survey are reading all the options and not just checkmg o ff the 
first one.
4. I f  the PPNS was to be used for another study, the wording for questfon # 8 and 9 on 
the PPNS should be changed regardmg the number o f times the child and parent eat fast 
foods. P resent^ onfy commercial brands o f  fast foods were listed and being so specific 
it may not have measured the true amount o f fiu t fixods or convenience fixods eaten by 
the particqxants in this study.
5. Parents were asked if  they had difficulties controUmg what then child ate with varkxus 
optkxns (#16 on the PPNS). One o f  the optkxns; their child was cared for by a 
babysitter, \riik h  may not account for children who are cared for by fiunily members o r a  
daycare. One parent had written m that their child was cared for at a  daycare. The 
wordn% specificalfy as a “balysitter” may have been taken very literally. The wording 
should be changed for any further study using the PPNS.
6. Reliability and validity o f the PPNS may be improved for future studies with varkxus 
cultures. Participants should be asked ff English was their first language, if  they were to 
fin out an FngKsh survey, to  ensure the particqxants were understanding the questions to 
the best o f their ability. It was noted in the current study with a  large population o f 
Hispanics, the Cronbach’s A%xha score was low er with the Engfedi survey (0.558) 
conqxared to the Cronbach’s A^xha score with the Spanish su rv ^  (0.6397).
Summary
This study examined parental perceptions because parents are the primary
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provkers a n i pcmoary influence for their duldxen as they grow. Results show that most 
parents do perceive their child’s weight accurate^, but there is still room  for more 
educatfon to  parents regarding the risks o f  obesity m children. The significant number o f  
overweight children found in this study reinforces that health care professfonals, 
including WIC clinks, have to continue interventions with parents to decrease the 
overall number o f overwe%ht children in our society.
This study was not mtended to target the Iflspank population. It appears to  be a 
representative sample o f WIC clinks udxo have a  high percentage o f Hispanks as their 
clknts. The difference between the cultural groups found in this study provides more 
evidence to health professfonals that interventfons must be cultural^ sensitive in order to 
increase success with different cultures ufoo perceive things very differently.
Pender’s HPM is a framework used to predkt overall health promoting l^ s ty le s 
and specific health promoting behavfors o f  mdividuals (Pender, 1996). Pender’s 
framework was used only as a  guide in this study w ith specific concepts examined. The 
concept o f  interpersonal influences was shown to be very important in the H ispank 
culture. Age and education had no bearing on parental perception o f the child’s we%ht 
in this stutfy. Overall, some o f  the concepts from Pender’s HPM were supported to  
predict the likelihood that individuals will be successfiil in performing a health promoting 
behavfor, but others did not support this notion. The concepts that dki not support 
Pender’s HPM  need fiirther study to  determine if  the lack o f  support was due to 
research error or trufy due to a  lack o f  a  correlatfon to  predkt the likelihood that an 
individual wiH perform a  health promoting behavfor.
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Table 1
BMI Percentile D ata according to Fthnic itv  and Gender o f  th e  C hild
M
BMI percentile
% o f  children 
>95* 
percentile
% o f children 
<5* percentile
Ethnkity
Hispank
Non-Ihqxank
215
55
57.5
58.9
11.2
9.0
6
9.1
Gender
Female 126 59.5 11.1 5.6
Male 149 55.3 11.4 8.1
Table 2
Percent o f Parents who Perceive their C hild tn  h e TTnderweight. Normal W eight, nr 
O verw eight
U % Underweight % Normal 
We%ht
% Overweight
Ethnkity
lEspank 215 11.6 79.1 5.6
Non-Hispank 55 7 3 83.6 9.1
Gender o f  Child
Fem ak 126 10.3 82.5 4.8
M ak 149 10.7 78.5 7.4
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Table 3
Number n f Thnes Fast Food Eaten per W eek (%). Comnarison o f  Ethnic O t o u d s .
0 1
K spank
Parent
Child
23.3
18.6
54.9
62.3
15.8
173
3.3
1.4
0.9
0
1.9
0.5
Non-Hispank
Parent
Child
5.5
7.3
56.4
60.0
21.8
23.6
12.7
7.3
1.8
0
1.8
1.8
Note. One time per week includes those indivkluals who stated that they ate fast foods 
less than 1 time per week (ie. 1 o r 2 tunes per month).
Table 4
Comments bv Nurse/Doctor. Family- and Friends About Child Reiny Underweight (XT). 
Normal Weiyht nsn, o r Overweight (O)
Nurse/Doctor Famify Friends
m u N O U N o U N O
Hispank 215 7.9 70.2 8.4 163 60.5 5.1 163 59.5 4.2
Non-
Hispank 55 3.6 72.7 183 5 3 54.5 9.1 3.6 583 9.1
Note. The values represent the percentage o f  comments made by Nurse/Doctor, famify, 
and friends to parents regarding the child’s we%ht on the PPNS.
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Heart
Problems
DtfiBculty playing DifBculty making
and getting frwndsat
Not feeing 
good about
B when older exercise school him/herself
Hispanic 215 67 58.1 25.6 5 1 3
Non-
Ifispanm 55 80 67.3 58.2 69.1
Table 6
Percent o f Parents who Initiate Nfeasures to Control their Child's Weiefat
a
No 
measures- 
He/sbe is not 
overweight
Fewer 
snacks that 
a re h i^ in  
ât/sugar
Limit the 
amount of 
fast foods
Limit 
amount of 
soda, Kool- 
Aid,Hi-C, 
etc.
Increase 
the child’s 
activity
Ethnicity
ICspanic 215 68.8 17.2 21.4 21.4 19.1
Non-
ICspanic 55 69.1 273 30.9 29.1 23.6
Gender o f  Child
Female 126 75.4 16.7 21.4 21.4 15.9
Male 149 63.8 20.8 2 4 3 23.5 22.8
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T able?
Percent o f Parents Who Identified D tfB cuhv m Controllipg w hat th eir ChiM Fats
m
No problems 
controlling what 
their chOd eats
Child is cared 
for fay a 
babyshter
Other 
household 
members 
feed child
C hildcrks if l  
don’t  give 
he/she what 
they want
Ethnicity
Hispank 215 75.8 2.3 5.1 12.6
Non-
ICqjanic 55 81.8 5.5 3.6 7.3
Gender o f child
Female 126 81.7 5.6 6.3 10.3
Male 149 7 3 3 0.7 4 12.8
T ables
Percent o f Parental Responses Reyardiny How Parents Feel ahnut their Child's Weight
Hispanic
(g=215)
Non-Hispanic
(sr55)
I feel that my child’s weight is fine 84.2 89.1
I feel that my child is little overweight 6.5 5.5
I feel that n y  child is very overwe%ht 0 1.8
I want my child to lose we%ht 1.4 1.8
I am worrfed about my child’s weight 4.7 1.8
I feel he^less about my child’s weight 0.5 0
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Table 9
Accuracy o f  Parental Perception o f their rhild*s A<^xx>rding to EthnkAv,
Education and Aye n f  the Parent
Etimici# Education 
(according to grade)
Age of Parent
(fispanic Non-
FGspanic
<8* 8-1 Ith 12* >12* <25 25- >35 
35
Accurate
Parental
Perception
75.8 83.6 123 26.5 25.6 12.6 21.8 44.4 103
Parent 
Perceives 
Child’s Weight 
>BMI
6.8 9.1 23 1.7 1.7 8.0 1.1 4.6 1.9
Parent 
Perceives 
Child's Weight 
<BMI
17.4 73 4.6 4.6 4 3 2.9 4.6 6.5 4.6
N ote. The values represent the percent o f accuracy o f the parental perception o f  the 
child’s weight according to  ethnici^, education and age o f  the parent.
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UNTV
PARENTAL PERCEPTION NUTRITION SURVEY
I. Age of child: 2. Gender o f child: Male or Female
3. Ethnicity o f chOd: H cuanic  African American Caucasian o r Other_______
4. Age o f parent:________  5. Relationsh^ to chOd:_______________ _
6. Ifighest level o f education o f parent:_______________________
7. Do you tfrinlr that your chîM à  overweigfat? underweight? normal weight?
8. Do you thinic that you are overw eight?__ underweight? normal weight?
9. How ofien does your child eat 6 s t foods (McDonald’s, Wendy’s, Burger King or Taco 
bell, etc.)?_____ (# o f tsnoes per week).
10. How ofien do you eat frst foods ^dcDonaid’s, Wendy’s, Burger BCmg o r Taco BeO, 
etc.)?______(# o f times per week).
I I . Has a  nurse or doctor ever told you that your child is: 
overweight?_______ underweight? or normal weight?________
12. Do relatives make comments about your child being:
o v e rw e i^ ? ________ underweight?_______ or normal weight?________
13. Do fiiends make comments about your child being:
o v e rw e i^ ? ________ underweight?________ or normal weight?________
D epartm ent of Nursing 
4505 M aryland Parkway * Box 453018 •  Las Vegas. Nevada 89154-3018 
(702) 895-3360 •  FAX (702) 895-4807
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For the foOowing questmns, check aO that apply.
14. What probieiDS do you think an overw e^ht chOd m ^ht have? 
Heart problems when older.
DtfiBculty with playing and getting enough exercise. 
DifiBcuitynakmg friends at school 
No t ftefing good about hhnseifrherselE 
Other (Explain)_______________________________
IS. What have you tried to do to  control your child’s weight?
Nothing because I don’t  thmk he/she h  overweight.
Fewer that are high in fet/m gar (cfa^ts, ice cream, cookies, candy,
ducolate).
Limit amount o f  frot fixtds (McDonald’s, Wendy’s, Burger King, etc). 
Limit amount o f soda, KookAid, Tang, Hi»C.
Increase my child’s activtQr.
Other (E)q)lain)_________________________________________________
16. What has made it difiBcult to  control vdiat your child eats?
 I have no proWems with this.
Mv child is cared fi»  by a  babysitter.
Other household members feed my child without my knowledge. 
My child cries i f l  don’t  give hnn/her what he/she wants.
Other (Explain)_________________________________________
17. How do you feel about your child’s we%ht?
 I feel that my child’s weight is ftie
 I feel that n y  child s  a  little overwe%ht
 I feel that my chOd b  o v e rw e i^
 I feel that my child is very overw e^ht
 I want rrqr child to  lose w e i^
 I am worried about my child’s weight
 I feel he^dess about my child’s  w e^ht
Other (Explain)____________________
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INFORMED CONSENT LETTER
You are mvited to take part m a  research s tu ^ . Alison Martodam, a graduate student in 
the College ofNurshig at the U nivetsi^ o f Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) is woricmg with WIC 
staff on this project.
You wfll be asked to answer some questions about yourse^and your cfadd. It will take 
you about 10 minutes. Your answers wiH be seen by WIC staff and the researcher only. No one 
else wfll see them. Once the forms are completed, the researcher will keep them and they wiE be 
locked in a  cabinet.
You can be mvolvedm this study ifyou have a child between the age o f 2 to S years. The 
benefit o f taking part in this research project win help us learn more about eating habits and the 
weight o f your child. You may foel some dBcomfort answermg some o f the questions on the 
survey, but you can stop answering questions at any time without it «fFkrHng your services with 
WIC.
Ifyou have questions or concerns as you conqdete the forms, you may ask WIC staffdr 
the researcher for be^ . A ^nM artodam  win be present m your cfinic so you can ask for her if 
you have any questions. I f  you have questfons about thh research study, you can also contact the 
researcher, Alison Martodam at (702)895-3360. You can can the Office for the Protection o f 
Research Sulgeets at (702)895-2794 ifyou have a iy  questions regardmg your rights as a research 
partfoqianL
ff'you decide to take part m this research project, it is stricth'^  your choice, and you m^r
charge your mind at any tune. N ot taking part wfll not affect the services you receive fiom WIC. 
By finmg out the attached su rv ^ , it dmws that you understand this consent form and you agree 
to take part in thfe study.
Departm ent of Nursing 
4505 Maryland Parkway • Box 453018 • Las Vegas. Nevada 89154-3018 
(702) 895-3360 •  FAX (702) 895-4807
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PERCEPCION PARENTAL DE LA ENCUESTA DE NUTRIOON
1. Edad del nifio:___  2. Sezo del nifto: Masculino Femenino
3. Origen del nifio: Hispano_____ , Afiro-anaericano Cancasico , O tros____
4. Que edad dene aated?  5. Es asted el padre la m adre O tros
6. Nivel edncadonal qne ticne lis te d :___________________________
7. ^Usted crcc que so nifio ticne sobrepcso?____^ a l ta  de peso? ^Pcso nonnal?_
8. iUsted piensa qne asted ticne sobrepcso?__^Falta de peso?_____ ^Pcso norm al?.
9. &Con qne firecnencia sn nifio come comida rfipida? M cDonald’s, W en ^ ’s, B nrger King,
Taco bell, etc.)___(C nin tas veces por semana.)
10 i  Con qné firecnencia listed  come comida rapida? (McDonald’s, Wendy’s, B nrger Kmg 
Taco beU, etc.) (Cnfintas veces por semana.)
11. ^Algnna vez uaa enferm era o nn doctor le ha dicho qne su nifio dene:
Sobrepcso___________ F alta  de peso_____________Peso normal_____________
12. Sus fiuniliares snden hacer com entarios si sn nifio dene:
Sobrepcso_____________ Falta de peso___________ Peso normal_____________
13. Sus amigos comentan si sn ndio estfi con:
Sobrepcso____________ F alta  de peso___________ Peso_normal______________
OeDartment of Nursing 
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En las signientcs pregnntas, marque todas las que le sean apUcables:
14 ^Qné problèmes podrm tener un nifio con sobrepeso?
 Problems# del corazdn cnando sean mayores.
 Dificnhadal jngary reafizarejerdcios.
Dmcuhad para tener amigos en la escnela.
_Problemas de antocsthna al sentirse mal por su apariencia. 
.Otros (czplicar) ;________________________________
15.^ Qué ha hecho asted para controlar el peso de su nifio?
 Nada porqneno creo qne £1/ eüa tiene sobrepeso.
 Düminuir los bocadillos que contienen mnchas calorfos (papitas, helados, nieve,
gaUetas, caramelos, chocolatés.)
 Rednzco la cantidad de comida rdpida M acD onald’s, Wendy’s, Burger king, etc.)
 Limito la cantidad de soda, Kool-Aid, Tang, Hi-C.
Incremento bt acdvidad de ml nifio.
 Otros (oplicar)______________________________________________________
16. ^Q ni hace difieil el poder controlar lo qne come sn nifio?
 No tcngo problemas con esto.
La nifiera cnida de mi nifio.
_ _ _ _  Otros miembros de mi fcm ilis «iim*inaw a mi nifio pero yo no tengo conocimlento de 
esto.
 nifio Dora si no le doy lo qne â  /  eDa qniere.
 Otros (ezplicar.)_____________________________________________________
17. 1 Como se siente acerca del peso de sn nifio?
 Yo creo qne d peso de m i nifio es norm al
 Yo creo qne mi nifio tiene nn poco de sobrepeso.
 Yo creo qne mi nifio tiene sobrepeso.
 Yo creo qne m i nifio tiene mncho sobrepcso.
 Yo qniero qne mi nifio pimrda peso.
 Yo estoy mny preocnpada p o r d peso de mi nifio.
 Yo me siento impotente, incapaz de hacer algo por controlar d peso de mi nifio.
 Otros (ezplicar.)________________________________________________________
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CARTA INFORMATIVA DE MUTUO ACUERDO
Usted estamvitado a  fbnnar parte en ei estudio de investigaciôn. Alison Martodam, 
estudianxe graduada del Colegio de Enfermeras de la Univeisidad de Las Vegas Nevada (UNLV) 
esii trabajando con el personal de WIC sobre este proyecto.
Usted estaiâinvttado a responder algunas preguntas acerca de usted mismo y de su nido. 
Esto tomaiâ alrededor de 10 minutos. Sus respuestas serân solamente observadas por ei personal 
de WIC y la investigadora. Ningtma otra persona tendra acceso a eUas. Una vez que las formas 
estén complétas, la investigadora las tomarâ y serin colocadas en un gabinete debidamente 
aseguradas.
Usted podiâ former parte de este estudio si usted tiene un nido entre 2 a S ados de edad. 
El benefîcio de foimar parte en este proyecto de investigaciôn nos ayudarâ a tener mayor 
informacién acerca de los hâbttos de alimentaciôn y del peso de su nido. Usted tal vez se sendrâ 
incomodo respondiendo algunas de las preguntas de la encuesta, sin embargo, usted puede dejar 
de reqwnder a  las preguntas en cualquier momento sin que esto afecte sus servicios con el WIC.
Si usted tiene preguntas o alguna inquietud conforme vaya completando la forma, puede 
pteguntar al personal de WIC o a la investigadora en caso de que necesite ayuda. Si usted tiene 
preguntas acerca de este estudio de investigaciôn^ puede contactarse con la investigadora, Alison 
Martodam al (702) 895-3360. Ella tal vez estari présente en tu clfnica, por lo tanto puede 
preguntarporella. Ademâs, usted puede Uanmr a la OEcina de la Protecciôn de Asuntos de 
Investigaciôn al (702) 895-2794 en caso de que tenga algunas dudas concerrnentes a sus 
deredios como participante en la investigaciôn.
Si usted dedde tomar parte en este proyecto de investigaciôn, esto es su decisiôn, sin 
embargo usted puede cambiar de idea en cualquier momento. El no tomar parte en este proyecto 
de ninguna marnera afectarâ los servicios que usted recibe del WIC.
Completando la encuesta adjunta, nos demuestra que usted entiende esta forma de 
acuerdo mumo y que usted esta de acuerdo en format parte de este estudio.
Departm ent of Nursing 
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DATE: April 5,2001
TO: Alison Martodam
Nutmng 
M/S #3018
FROM: Dr. feck Yo%m& C hair,
UNLV Biomedical Sciences Institutional Review Board
RE: Status o f Human Subject Protocol Entided:
“Parental Perceptions o f Childhood Weight Status in Preschool Children”
OPRS #501s0401-006
This memorandum is official notification diat the protocol for the project above has
been reviewed by the Office for foe Protection o f Research Subjects and has been determined as 
have having met the critetia for exenqitfon from foil review by the UNLV Biomedical Sciences 
festitadonal Review Board. Tw en«iipK«tM»i» w M , n f  un tM tip tinn  firw p  fiif] .
review, fois protocol is approved for a  period ofone year from the date o f this notification and 
work on the project may proceed.
Should the use o f human subjects described in this protocol continiie beyond a  year fiom the date 
o f this notifieadon, it w in be necessary to request an extension.
I f  you have aiqr questioiis or require assistance, please contact foe Office fi» the Protection o f 
Research Subjects at 895-2794.
cc: OPRS File
Office for the Protection of Research Subtects 
4505 Maryiand Parkway •  Box 451046 •  Las Vegas. Nevada 89154-1046 
(702) 895-2794 •  FAX (702) 8954242
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28 Match 2001
ALISON MARTODAM 
2524 SnNEQUIST AVE 
HENDERSON, NV 89052
Dear Ms Martodam:
The Department o f Nursixig Human Subjects Rights Committee met on your proposal 
“Parental perceptions of childhood weight status in preschool children” and give approval 
with the following changes.
1. You use the term “subjects" in some places and “participants” in others. Probably 
need to be consistent. We prefer “participants”.
2. Under Description of the Study, Purpose: Spell out PPNS and show abbreviation 
in parentheses, then on second page, just use abbreviation.
3. Also on page 2 of study description, you nuQT want to make it clearer that the 
participants see a  nutritionist after filling out the questionnaires so questions can 
be answered.
4. Under the risks/benefits section there is really no benefit to these participants and 
minimal nsk as welL You also need to modify your terms regarding healthy and 
unhealthy as indicated on the corrected version you have.
5. There is a typo on the Informed Consent Letter, 4* paragraph, also, you need to 
put this letter on Department of Nursing letterhead
If you make any changes in your study please inform the Committee of your proposed 
changes. It looks like a very interesting study.
Sincerely,
Cheryl L. Bowles, Committee Member 
Human Subjects Rights Committee 
Department of Nursing, UNLV
Departm ent of Nursing 
4505 Maryland Parkway •  Box 453018 ■ Las Vegas. Nevada 89154-3018 
(702) 895-3360 •  FAX (702) 8954807
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PROTOCOL FORM APPROVAL SHEET 
FOR RESEARCH INVOLVING HUMAN SUBJECTS
Log N um ber____31 March 2001__________________
Title of Project:
Parental perceptions o f childhood weight status in preschool children. 
Investigator Alison Martodam & Margaret Louis____________
After reviewing this proposal, the menfoers o f the Department ofNursin& Human 
Subjects Rights Review Comitmtee has incficated below their approval/disapproval o f this 
proposai
Signature of Conunittee Members Approve Disapprove
The above named project is
D ate:4p i^ l5^2S p \
Committee Chairperson’s Signature
Department of N urm g 
4505 Maryiand Parkway •  Box 453018 •  Las Vegas. Nevada 89154-3018 
(7021895-3360 • FAX (702) 8954807
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R B M n & sn m  SHOE OF NEWUI*
V z l w i B i .  M O , M&a. me&M #* n# ■!
HEALTH DIVISION 
BUBEMJ OF MMEir HBACIH SBHVICCF
SOS E. « ie S b * e , 204
c— w anm vA-m
(T7S|iW« CT« l •  fW  (775* «044244
Ndvonfoer 28,2000
Mo. AEmmi Martodam
Cdaga of HeaRh SeionooB, Dopafonont of Nuning 
Bigataw HeaHh Sdencos Bulfong (BHS)
Room 417
4505 Maiyland Partawy. Boa453018 
Laa)fegaa. Mavada 89154-3018
Dear Ms. Martodanc
Thank yew Ibrlha artfda. AanaCofPorcopflbfis of tfioAaselioarooaaaCmtf, draft sumey, 
which you will be udna your laoeareh prajact, and synopsis of pioposad synopais of 
your giaduala laaaareh study, tt is my undemanding that you MB toe lapicatina the atudy 
in the atfide uMng WIC cOants at the Claric County Haalh Dislrict WIC dnies and Sunrise 
Foundafion WIC cMes.
This latter is SMttten pannisaion to conduct your giaduala rasaareti profact on patentai 
parcepBone cffriepiaocttool obese chMuswig WIC cganta. InturkyouwUkaapme 
abiaaat of youriaMaioh atudisa aa they raiala toihe WIC cfinies, m i provide me whh a 
copy of the final cohaantlatlar and awrvey the parent eM compléta. I would also fihea 
copy of your final thaalB paper.
Good luck in your graduate atudlaa and rasa arch projet 
Sincerely.
"
Nota Haynes. RD
rt rar ,
./[ /&
C: Dennis White. WIC Program Manager
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lunrise C»liildren'sHospitalfbundation 
WIC Clinic
April 4,2001
Ms. Alison Martodam
College o f Health Sciences, Department o f Nursing 
Bigelow Health Sciences Builcfing (BHS)
Room 417
4504 Maryland Parkway, Box 453018 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-3018
Dear Ms. Martodam,
Thank you for your interest in conducting your graduate research project with WIC 
clients regarding parental percqmons o f childhcod weight status in preschool children. 
We have agreed that you will be using foe Sunrise Foundation WIC clinics m Las Vegas, 
Nevada.
You have received written permission from Nola Haynes, RD. and Dennis White, WIC 
Program Manager, Nevada State WIC. This letter is written permission to conduct your 
graduate research project on parental perceptions o f childhood weight status m preschool 
children in our WIC clinics, hi tom, you will keep foe Sunrise Foundation and myself 
abreast o f foe progress o f your research study as related to WIC clients, provide me with 
a copy o f the final consent letter and survey that WIC parents will, fill out, as well as a 
final copy o f your foesis ptqier.
Good luck in your graduate studies and research project.
Sincerely,
. Çtf xwcc
Jeanne Marie Toscano, WIC Manager
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SueMyeis 
1321N. Adams Court. Apt. 407 
Arlington, VA 22207
Feto iaty21 ,200I
Ms. Alison Martodam, KN, BSN 
c/o Univezsi^ of Nevada, Las Vegas 
4-S05 Maryland Padcway 
Las Vegas, NV 89154 
Dear Ms. Martodam;
You ere welcome to use any part o f the survey qucstionnaâc that I and my colleague. Zulma 
Vargas, davaloped for our study about parental perccptiona o f the preschool obese child.
Please let me know if  you have any Anther questions. Good luck on your study.
Sincerely,
Sue Myers, RN, MSN, CPNP
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